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IP OPEN FLIGHTS
Ove r $4.000 00 in cash wi ll be divided
among the divisions lor both men and
women

BOWHUNTER

As in tho ptist. ttie Desert Inn Archery
Classic will feature a fligh t system. so that
all shooters have a fair chance of winn ing
cash awards

BAREBOW

:==...IP mu•
All ama teurs are invited to thi s - the
bigges t indoor amc:i teur event in the wost
Trophies for men <ind women

Tough competition is expe cted again this
year in the amateur team competition
Trophies for men and women

NFAA·ALM
BONUS
BONusawan....e
..........,~DOLLARS

Cash will be paid by both the NFA/\ ancl
ALOA to their members shooting More
rnformation available in the Desert Inn
/\rch ery Classic Brochure

The Uesert Inn Archery Classic rs the most
popul ar lun -lill ed archery w<"? ekend ever!
Las Vegas great shows. excell ent foocl and
cx citc rncnt of r.omneti!ion. it's all there tor
you Write now tor your f1ee information
1:1nd rt-g1stratroo oam phlct

Over 1,000 silver dollars will be awarded in
ihe bonu~ that created so much interest
last year You may be lucky this yea r'

All major archery nianufacturers and
dr;,lril1lrlors will be invited to display th eir
products ot thc Western Arche ry Show
which will be held in conjunclion with \he
Deser1 Inn Archery Classic

COLLEGIATE

TEAMS

This year $2.000 .00 will be awarded to
college archery funds of the wmning
schools 1st. 2nd. and 3rd place In both
men's and women's team.

All you Junior Olympic shooters - start
practicing We' ve got a featu re event for alt
the young arch ers Two full rounds will be
shot under ru les of the Jr Olympic Program

Ruth Hathaway

Second Annual Indoor Slingshot
Championships I Be there - try yo ur skill at
a new thing - slingshot shooting for CASH I
Write Saunders Archery tor information
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Editor

Don Gustafson

All yo u stringwalkers - there 's cas h for you
at the Desert Inn Archery Classic, and
of course. NFAA ru les apply

OPEN TEAMS
SPECIAL
''SPEED" ROUND
As an added auraclion. we've added two
special "speed " roun ds. to test your spe ed
in shootin g as well as your accuracy!

Offi(ial publication of the National Field Archery
Association, Route 2, Box 514, Redlands, Colif.
92373. Phone (714) 794-2133. Published monthly
by the National Field Archery Association

Magazine,

Championship and Flight competition for
all in the exciting team roun ds.

Attention Bowhunters! We've expanded the
purse to inclv de you -- so get ready to
cash in NFAA rul es apply t1ere too

•
Sub•cription rate.: SS per yoar in U.S.A., Canada and
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gPVER: Why are Eva Troncoso and Gary Lyman smiling?
These N FAA pros have won again, this time the Hawaiian
Invitational. See coverage on page 40. (Photo by Fred
Troncoso)

Second doss postage poid at Redlands, Co.; and addi ·
tionol mailing affices .

Send for your Entry Forms. Hotel Accommoda tion Forms and comple te information
pamphlet to:
Desert Inn Archery Classic
7800 Haskell Avenue
Van Nuys. Calilornia 91406

Article1, 'ltories o"d club news must be 1ubmitted fof
publicalion showing name and addrHt of the writer. All
stotements ore those of th• writer&, ond may not con form to the editorial policy or views of this magazine or lhe editor. Deadline for copy: six w.-k• prior to the
monlh of publication.
Postmaster. Pleate send Form 3579 to:
National Field Archery Aun.
Rt. '2, Box S 14, Redlands, Calif. 92373
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Dislikes optional round
Editor:
Bah humbug on the new optional
indoor round. When I go to a tournament, 1 know that I'm putting skill
against skill to hit the bull. If I wanted
to gamble, I'd go to a fair and shoot at
balloons with a warped bow and crooked wooden arrows.
Competitive archery is a sport for
individuals to pit skill against skill and is
not a spectator sport such as golf. To
prove a point, the next time there is an
archery exhibition, go to it and see what
the general public wants to see, sensationalism, balloons popping, candles
shot out, etc. The public could care less
whether or not you can put five arrows
in a 3 in. or 1 in. circle at 20 yards, but
burst one 8 in. balloon at 20 ft. and the
applause is enormous..
To promote archery . . . each club
should start an exhibition team and
show off the skills of the bow and
arrow. This, I feel, would do more to
promote archery and is the spectator
side of it, and it would interest more
individuals in joining.
Larry E. Fraze
Sellersburg, Indiana

The camel committee
Editor:
So! A camel is a horse put together

by a committee? (ARCHERY Forum,
June 1973) Well, dawgone if I don't
have to agree with Mr. Simms. That's
the way things are these days and I'm
not suggesting that we go back to the
good ol' days, but I would like to reflect
a little and see if we can find out what
happened to those 18,000 missing
NF AA members.
Let me take you back to 1940 when
a freestyler (that was me) was a novelty
on a field course, and "barebow" was a
word unknown. Almost everybody shot
pure instinctive, and anyone who tried
gapping was looked upon with suspicion. Any archer could go to any
tournament he chose and he was welcomed with open arms. No class cards,
all he needed was a bow and some
arrows.
At the end of the tournament, they
piled the score cards up with the highest
score on the top and so on down with
the lowest score on the bottom. Then
they divided the number of shooters by
four. If there were forty shooters, the
first ten shooters were Expert Bowman
A and the three highest got a ten cent
ribbon. The next ten were Expert Bowman B and the three highest got a ten
cent ribbon. The next ten were Bowman, three highest - same way. The last
ten were Arhcers, and the top three got
a ten cent ribbon.
Sometimes there were merchandise
prizes, a bag of groceries, a ham , a sack
of flour or maybe a hunting knife, but

usually these prizes went to the guy that
came the farthest, the oldest or the
youngest shooter. And the winners got
ribbons.
Many years ago I was at an NFAA
tournament when out of the blue they
handed us a card to sign stating that we
were amateur or professional. Heck! We
had all won a knife or something and
didn't know what to do, but - if 1
remember correctly, we decided to say
amateur to play it safe. We could not
understand why they were throwing a
monkey wrench in the works for the
sake of a very few people who wanted
to shoot in the Olympics ..That was the
beginning - of the end.
Today, as you know, things are
complicated with class cards and handicaps and you gotta join this before you
can join that, and if you don't belong to
that, you can't do this. And 18,000
NF AA members said, "no thanks."
years we have emphThrough
asized the top shooters. While they
deserve our applause and admiration,
you just cannot run an organization
with top shooters .. Which would you
rather have, a couple O' hundred top
shooters or eighteen thousand lousy
shots? I think you'll find the lousy shots
are the ones that are out on their range
building bridges and cutting grass .. I
don't see that many top shots our there
building bridges or cutting grass. They
are the stuff committees are made of..
We can't go backward. Heck, this is
the compu ter age. So let's forge ahead.
Get your committee on committees
together and have them appoint a commit tee to formulate a new class which
we could call the "classless class." No
cards, no handicaps, no nuthin'. How
about that?
Dr. M.B. Hopkins
Chicago, illinois
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All favor "T-Bone" system
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Editor:
Peterson's ''T-Bone" system makes a
darn sight more sense than the current
system. Unless there is something better
on the stove, let's get on with it while
some clubs are still solvent. At the same
time let's initiate the 15-30 target 300
round and really get into the 20th
century.
Harry Williams
Orlando, Florida
Editor;
In reference to the article "Our
ARCHERY

I
I

classification dilemma," in the Sep- I
tember issue, I feel this is a step in the I
right direction. 1 personally see no
reason why male, female, freestyle and
barebow cannot shoot in the same class.
I also feel that archery is and wilJ be
at a standstill unless something can be
done about the classification system
which is getting worse as new classes are
being added.
In order for a small club to set up a
shoot, they have to have a CPA just to
figure out classifications, and the cost of I
trophies and prizes is such that the club I
usually loses money. I also feel that an I
effort should be made to bring the ~core ·II
spread closer together, not necessan ly at I
the top, but from the top down to the I
beginner. Enjoy your magazine.
Vernon E. Mack
Cyclone, Pennsylvania
Editor:
Hooray for Blair Peterson's article on
our classification dilemma. He expressed
my sentiments and those of the Valley
West Archers in a most enlightening
way. We have been using his T-Bone
system for several years. Of course, our
breakdown is not the same as he presented, but the principle is exactly the I
same. We are firm believers that there is
absolutely no difference between, for
example, a 300 barebDw shooter and a
300 freestyle shooter. or any other 300
shooter, even if he were to shoot stand ing on his head . Our system has never
recognized a difference except the very
top shooter in each style and division.
When we started our club in J 966 we
had a small area in which to hold our
weekly Tuesday night shoot. Our I
"range" was not conducive to holding
any established game with the possible
exception of the Flint round. Most of
our members did not care much for the
Flint, so we devised our own "Valley
West Round," whoo ting the original 16
in., 5-ring, black-faced pro target.
We shot 14 ends of 4 arrows each
starting at the 50 yard Line and then in
successive 5-yard increments up to I0 P.
yards and then repeating a second time.
The bulls-eye counted 5 with each of I
the other rings counting 4, 3, 2 and l . A I
perfect end was 20 and a perfect score I
was 380 - same as a field round.
I
We then de_vised an award system :
whereby we gave bronze, silver and gold I
medals as a person progressed in ability. I
Continued on page 46 I
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.DESERT INN CLASSIC

ENTRY FORMS
& HOTEL RESERVATIONS
DESERT INN ARCHERY CLASSIC
7800 Haskell Avenue
Van Nuys, California 91406

Send your entry form
and hotel reservations to:

INDIVIDUAL ENTRY FORM:
Official Use Only

First

Name: Last

Target Assignment
A.M ..

Street Address
City
Male (

Zip

State
Female (

)

Limited I

)

Unlimited (

)

P.M.
$Rec.

)

Barebow (

Open Division Pre-Reg. $40.00 ( )

) Bowhunter (

Late $45.00 (

)

Amateur

Pre-Reg. $12.50 (

)

Late $15.00 (

)

Jr. Olympic

Pre·Reg. $ 5.00 (

)

Late$ 7.00 (

)

) NFAA Member (

}

Amateurs: Please enter card number after name.

0 I plan to participate in the NFAA $1,000 Money Shoot.
(Pre-registration closes January 5, 197 4)

TEAM ENTRY FORM:
Team or College Name
Team Captain
Member No. 2

Official Use
Target Assignment
A.M.

Member No. 3

PM.

Member No. 4

$Rec.

Open Team $40.00 (
College Team $20.00 (

Amateur $20.00 (

)

)

)

Contact: Lois Cresgy, Riverside City College, Riverside, California
Amateurs: Please enter card number after name

DESERT INN HOTEL RESERVATIONS:
Name
Street Address
City
Single $18.00 (

Zip

State
)

Double $18.00 (

)

Triple $21.00 (

)

NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED
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OLYMPICS '72

by BLAIR PETERSON
,/

The value of professional
Is archery any different than any
Recently l was approached by an individual who had just
become interested in archery. He asked what I thought was
the most important thing that a beginning archer should do
to learn to shoot well.
In reply, I asked him what he would do if he were tu take
up bowling or golf and wanted to Learn about those games
and how to play them well..Without hesitation he answered
by saying, "I would go to one of the local professionals and
arrange for some lessons."
Needless to say, this young man answered the question he
had asked me. The most important thing a person can do if
he wants to learn to shoot a bow and arrow well is to seek
help from a qualified professional.
Unfortunately we archers tend to think of our sport in a
different way than we would if we were participants in
activities such as golf, bowling or tennis. It is true that
archery is not as commercialized and more often we cannot
drive to a local pro shop to obtain professional instructions.
However, there are any number of fully qualified professional archers throughout the country willing to teach interested
archers how to shoot correctly. In many cases these
individuals will provide instructions free of charge or at a
moderate cost.
Even if an instructor does charge for the service he offers
and the time he spends, should we expect tu receive a service
from a qualified professional without any charge just because
that individual happens to be an instructor of archery?
Would you expect to receive free instructions from a golf pro
or a professional in another field?

Our sport is no different
It has always amazed me how archers, including myself,
tend to think of archery as somehow different than other
sporting activities. We seem to think that we are being
"soaked" when we have to buy our equipment at retail prices
or pay for professional instructions. Why can't we understand that archery is no different than any other spurt and
that we should expect to pay to play? I believe this obvious
lack of commercialism retards our growth more than any
other single factor.
Back to the topic of instruction. It is interesting to note
the relationship between the time it takes for an individual to
learn to shoot well with and without the help of a qualified
instructor. Individuals who try to teach themselves to shoot
have fools for students and often will spend several years
before they become proficient. Not only does an archer who
tries to teach himself how to shoot experience many
difficulties and frustrations, he may also never develop his
potential.

6

Individuals who learn to shoot without the help of a
qualified instructor will usually develop improper shooting
habits. As time goes by they will continue to practice
improper actions and the execution of those improper
actions will become so automatic that it will be very difficult
to correct them.
Each of us has experienced this unfortunate fact of life in
our own shooting. Recall if you will an occasion when you
were having problems. Once you realized a problem existed
and you understood whatever you were doing wrong, you
began to correct yourself.
You probably discovered that to force yourself not to
execute the shot in the improper manner was very difficult.
You had developed an improper shooting action, and every
arrow you shot you practiced that improper action until it
finally became automatic and habitual. When you tried to
correct the ppoblem, the same old habit was so well
implanted into your shooting routine that it could not easily
be corrected.
Avoid pitfalls

When someone seeks help from a qualified professional,
he avoids many improper habitual pitfalls that plague so
many archers. The instructor will usually be able to point out
what the shooter is doing wrong and suggest ways to correct
the problem. In addition, he will be able tu explain why one
shooting method is guud and another is bad. By understanding what makes things happen lo the shot, the individual
shooter is in a much better posilion tu continue his
development once he leaves his instructor. The guesswork
and trial and error that the shouter must go through can be
reduced to an understanding of cause and cffecls, thus
allowing him to more readily pinpoint and correct h.is
problems.
Eva Troncoso, wife of Freddie Troncoso who writes the
monthly column "What's Your Problem" in ARCHERY
Magazine, is a candid testimonial of the value of professional
instruction. Eva established a new all-time record high score
in the Women's Professional Division at the 1973 NFAA
National Championship Tournament..
In addition to her most impressive victory and unprecedented score of 2741 at the NFAA National Championships,
Eva has also won almost every tournament she has enlered
thls year. All these outstanding accomplishments have come
after a thirteen-ye.ar absence from active shooting. She has
the drive, ambition and burning desire for success, but that in
itself did nut bring her to the top.
Eva also recognized and believed in the importance of
professional instruction, and she was fortunate enough to
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instruction
other sport?
have one of the country's finest instructors, her husband
Freddie, work with her. Under his expert supervision, Eva
was able to develop her shooting talents by Learning the
proper shooting methods initially, thus avoiding the prob·
lems of correcting bad shooting habits.
One caution is worth mentioning here. Many shooters
seek the advice of fellow archers and that is as it should be.
However, the advice given is not always good advice.
Although the persons giving advice usually mean well, it can
be very detrimental. After all, would you go to your friend if
you needed to have your teeth worked on or if you wanted
legal advice?

Record-breaking
WINNER OF

SGOLD
MEDALS

J

-

Sweeps 4 out of 5
Archery Medals in
the Olympics!

Beware your friend's advice
The point here is that the professional is qualified to give
you the right help, and that is why he is a professional and
your friend is not. His instructions will usually be what is
best for you and for your particular problems and capabili·
ties. Your friend may mean well, but beware of his lack of
experience and understanding for it will be at your expense if
he gives you bad advice.
Besides the valuable guidance a shooter can obtain from a
professional instructor, there are also several fine articles
written each month in various archery publications that are
most informative and helpful. If an individual is truly
interested in developing his shooting talents to their maximum potential, he should seek out every available source of
information that can help him obtain his objective. Problems
that are encountered by shooters are not new problems and
assistance in solving them is available through instructors and
printed material.
There is an old and very appropriate proverb that I think
each of us would be wise to remember when we encounter
difficulties with our shooting. It goes something like this:

Fools learn from their own mistakes.
!Vise men learn from others.
If you discover that you have a shooting problem or if
you are new to this game of archery, I hope you will heed
the advice contained in this proverb. The few dollars that
you might spend to obtain quality professional instructions
will save you more grief and frustration than you might
believe.
After all, what better investment could you make than
one that could bring you piece of mind and a sense of
accomplishment. Experience, indeed, is a dear teacher and
you can most certainly learn to enjoy archery so much more
if only you will draw upon the experience of the professional.
NOVEMBER 1973

Join the Iist of champions - see
your authorized Hoyt Dealer, or write
for information.
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L973 Aurora Nationals won't
soon be forgotte n by a lot of proud
Illinois archers. They not only conducted a second successful NFAA Champ·
ionship, but also produced four division
winners this year, claiming three national amateur titles and one open divisio n
title.
111at open championship is one that
folks in Aurora take special pride in, for
it belongs to 1973 barebow c hamp
Dennis Cline of Sugar Grove, a member
of the home club Auroraland Archers.
The Iowa-born Cline jointed the Auro ra club about five years ago, when he
and his bride Sharyl moved to Geneva,
Illinois, and Dennis started work for the
Masonite Corporation. A bachelor of
science degree in forestry plus graduate
study in wood-plastic composite chemis-

•••
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by Phyllis Butters
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thing to be said about barebow shooting - not everything works
for everybody. The barebow division
includes shooters using several methods
instinctive shooters, point-of-aim
shooters, ga p shooters, semistringwalkers and full stringv.ialkers all
compete together in bare bow.
National champ Dennis Cline falls
into the stringwa1king category, a method he's got working almost to perfection. His form is the product of years of
experience and hard work, of trying
things that didn' t always work out.
Perhaps there are so many different
methods of shooting barebow because
it's a style tha t de pends very much on
the individual. Many of the working
parts of Dennis' setup were determined
largely by his physical build and capabilities. The h igh wrist handle suits him
so well because he feels more solid with

try led to the position Dennis holds
today in Masonite's research laboratories. But the 29-year-old wood technologist's arrival in Illinois marks the
beginning of a second career, too -- one
that has brought him two national
barebow titles .
That summer of 1969 found Dennis
journeying to Watkins Glen, New York.
What made the 1969 Nationals there
unforgettable for most people weren't
the achievements of one Dennis Cline,
who finished third in open bare bow, but
rather the record-smashing scores o f
Texan David Hughes, on his way to the
second in a series of four national
barebow titles.
This same Texas archer and his amazing scores made a lasting impression on
Cline, who was competing in his first
Nationals. In Dennis' own words: "Over
the past five years I've gained an unbelievable amount of incentive and knowledge of arc hery and barebow shooting,
but the first time I went to a Nationals,
and the first time I watched that
damned Texan shoot a bow and arrow,
gave me more incentive than anything
else before or since."

Cline's interest in the sport actually
dates back a decade to bowhunting with
his brother, but he recalls 1969 as a
turning point
the year he got serious
about competitive archery, made his
way into A class barebow, and became a
shooter to be reckoned with .
From then one, Cline's scores rose
progressively each year, starting with
the 1970 Natio nals in his backyard at
Aurora. There Dennis averaged just over
490 during t he five days of shooting lo
take third in open barebow by one
point over Indiana's Larry Watkins. The
following year, at Cedar City, Utah,
Dennis came in fourth as the tables
turned and he lost third place by one
point on the last target of the hi,sl day
to Tom Kababik of New J ersey.
But his scores looked more promising
.. Dennis' average for t hat tournament
week was just over the 500 mark,
something he considered to be pretty
decent because he had never shol m uch
over 500. Promising they were, because
Cline returned home to wind up t~e
1971 season by winning a Fox Valley
shoot with a 522 - his first over 520
ever.

his back and bow arm tension concen-·
trated in the upper part of his back.
Another example is finger tension,
Dennis finding that shoor.ing with equal
tension on all three finge rs works best
for him. He once tried shooting with
very little tension on the bottom finger.·
and discovered that while any one or
two of his fingers aren't nearly strong
enough to support consistent finger
tension and u strong, smooth release, all
three of them together are. But he has
to use all three fingers because two of
those fingers are less than physically
perfect , one being injured in a high
school basketball game, lhe other slight·
ly bend during an unofficial volleyball
contest at the 1971 Cedar City Nationals.
Anchors play a big part in successful
stringwalking, and for Dennis this is
another aspect of shooting that h e's
designed around his physical build . As
Dennis says, " Everybody has a diffe rent
face," and for consistency, a barebow
shooter has to anchor in spots he can
locate easily and settle into comfortably
and solidly. It doesn't matter at all how

many o r how few anchors someone else
uses
their anchors are designed for
Lheir faces, not yours.
Dennis currently has settled nn t.wo
anchors, out of the four diffe rent one's
he's experimented with. The most he
ever used at one time is three, and that
didn't last too long before Dennis
switched back to the two he presently
uses, one high for short distances and
one low for the longer targets. Dennis
emphasis the individuality of barebow
anchors by pointing out that fo rmer
champ Dave Hughe~ currently shoots
with three, and amateur t.itlist Mike
Flier has been known to have as ma ny
as five at a time.
Dennis' high, or corner of the mouth,
anchor isn't really at the corner of his
mouth at all. Just below that Dennis has
found a comfortable spot for a solid
anchor, in a sort of valley between the
root of his eyetooth and his jawbone.
Comments Dennis: " That makes a good
anchor for me hccause I'm really a hony
sort of individual and I have to utilize
those bones."
To do this Dennis gets in real tight
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Come 1972, Cline began helieving he
would shoot a 520 again. That he did,
not only bi"eaking 520 but shooting a
520 season ave rage and winning his first
nalional title on the last target at
Ludlow for a two-point victory over
four-time champion David l Iughes. The
year didn't end at Ludlow for Dennis
Cline
there were a couple months of
shooting left, and before the year ended
he had shot a 538.
After that it's common knowledge
what Dennis has been up to, winning his
second consecutive national title at Aurora with anoLhcr 520 average, and
recording his highest single round score
ever, a 542 field round sho l in the 1973
Buttercup Open .in Ludlow, Massachusetts.
But it was the 1969 Watkins Glen
tourney that steered Dennis in the right
di rection and in more ways than one.
Incentive, yes; shooting on target 1 with

by settling in to that little valley, then
tilting his head into the ~tr ing . That
head tilt effectively reduces the distance
he gets at his high anchor, but it is more
stable and solid. Tilting his head into
the st.ring also gives him maximum
accuracy on h is short targets in that he
doesn't have to crawl down the string
very far from the nock for distances up
to and including 35 yards from that
high anchor.
Dennis' head position on his low
anchor under his chin is somewhat

a champ like Hughes in your first
nat ional tournament would be a great
inspiration for any archer, and as Dennis
puts it, "right then and Lherc I decided
f'd be back next year." And the equipment and form that enabled Dennis to
fulfill tha t incen t ive in championship
style also had their beginnings the sum·
me r of '69 .
What about form ? Shooting with
Hughes had something to do with it.
Says Cline: "I looked at his form and
kind of half copied some of it, maybe
not consciously bu t. subconsciously. I
ended up with not really an exact
duplicate but in cerlain places I shoot
like he does." Finally that year was
Dennis' first exposure to the bow he
now shoots and with which he has won
two national t itles
the Groves
GS-3001!.
Dennis credits tha r. bow for the
rirnjor part of his success. l n 1969 and
1970, Dennis was shooting a low wrist
h andle and experiencing problems with
torquing his bow hand and breaking his
wrist and arm tension. At that time
Dave Hughes was shooting a high wrist

diffe rent. Herc his head is straight up
and down as he settles into the anchor
with his fingertips and places the 1ip of
his nose on the string. Touching the
nose is pretty unusual for a barebow
shooter, most of them bri ng the string
just to t he side of the nose.
Forty yards on up are the distances
Dennis covers with his. low aJJchor,
shooting point-on at every distance except 70 and 80 yards. For 70 and 80 he
uses his low anchor and aims with the
shelf of his bow instead of t he point of
the arrow. Some barebow archers put
little bead s or similar aiming devices on
their bow shelves when they can't use
the arrow point, but Dennis hasn't gone
to t.hat, com menting: "Aiming with the
shelf may not be as accurate os with the
poinl o f the arrow - but it works it's
good enough for 542's!"
Por distances between 35 and 40
yards Dennis plays it by ear. Depending
on which anchor he decides to use, he
ca.n either walk the string a liltlc more
or aim a little higher or lower. In fact,

Continued on page 11
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Groves, and by the close of the 1970
nat ionals, Dennis had shot it twice, once
at Watkins Glen and again at Cedar City.
The first time he shot it, he noticed
that with the high wrist handle he had
no tendency whatsoever lo torque his
bow hand. And as soon as the 1970
nations were over Dennis had his order
in for one. It's a high compliment to the
Groves product to hear Dennis say, "If
anything has helped me, that was it just shooting that bow and deciding to
change to it. That particular grip just
suits this particular nut. "
So Cline bought the bow and developed his present form around it, a
point he stresses as being very important
for any archer shooling any kind of
equipment
to develop a shooting
form that fits your bow. Shooting high
wrist has its limitations, but for Dennis
everything worked out to best advantage when he changed hows, then
changed his form to fit.
For example, there arc a very limited
number of ways to get into a high wrist
handle, and the high wrist grip makes
you keep your shoulders and bow arm
high. Whereas a low wrist shooter uses
the lower part of his back muscles to
shoot, a high wrist shooter is forced to
keep both bow arm and shoulders high
and thus uses the upper buck muscles.
Dennis found that he felt much more
solid and natural up high. " I bought the
bow and developed my present form
around it, with , of course, a little
knowledge from seeing Dave shoot,"
says Cline. But he credits only about
l 0% of his growth to ad vice given to
him from top barcbow archers; the
other 90%, he says, is the result of
"slow cvolu ti on and hard work ."
That's not to imply that Dennis feels
he hasn't learned much from fellow
archers: "All the way thro ugh my
shooting in the last five years, since f've
really gotten serious about it, I can pick
out little times along the way when
someone has said something that
helped." He docs feel that the best way
out of a shooting problem is to experiment for himself because "ninety percent of the time when I ask someone
about my for m it's a deadend alley what they tell me is what works for
them." On the other hand, sometimes
those little hints can come in handy
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weeks or months later, and Dennis
offers a good example.
Since he moved to Illinois, Cline has
done m ost of his shooting and practicing with the same bunch of guys (namely, Moose, Hoss and Vince) who watch
and talk abo ut each olher's shooting.
Fellow archer Dan Morehead commented to Dennis early this year t hat he
didn't look like he was maintaining
enough bow arm tension. At the time
Cline thought Morehead was crazy, but
two months later "I tried it and it
worked!" Bow arm tension is what
Dennis concent rated on during the Nationals, and by the end of the week he
was shooting smoother than ever.

When Cline attributes his growth to
evolution and hard work, he isn't kidding, especially about the hard work.
When the weather turns warm enough in
the spring, Cline embarks on a practice
schedule that's the equivalent of a second full·lime job, going straight to the
field course from work every weekday
and practicing until dark.
Weekends arc more of the same
practicing on Saturdays a11d tournaments on Sundays. And Dennis wishes
spring would come earlier so he'd have
time for more shooting. One thing he
won't d o is practice in cold or windy
weather. His reason: practicing under
uncomfortable condi tions can lead to

the development of bad shooting habits.
Since Illinois doesn't warm up until
April or mid-May, that doesn't allow for
much practice or many tournamenls
unlil the sectional event rolls around in
June, and the Nationals follow in late
July. Cline feels he's never really been
up for a Sectional, using this year as an
example when he only had three scores
on his card before the Great Lakes
tourney. 1le was still making changes
right up LO the time of this year's
Nationals, and Dennis doesn't feel his
form reached its peak until after Au·
cora.
Lo ts of little things constitute form,
and even Cline is often changing things.
l Ie changed his set up twice early in the
season, getting nocking points and Berger Button set for good arrow flight. He
won the Sectional with what he describes as "dissatisfying" arrow flight ,
then improved through the Nationals.
Dennis is currently shouting a 69 in.
38 lb. model (high wrist handle, of
course) Groves GS 300 II from which he
has eliminated the extension blocks.
He's shortened his draw length by one
inch and has gone to heavy points on his
28 in. X7 1914 shafts. Thiee feather
fletch and bjorn nocks plus a Berger
Button with heavy spping, a cut-off
Hoyt Pro-Flex rest and a homemade
clicker complete the set up. Dennis'
stabilizer is a 24 in. Groves rod, and for
a nocking point, he uses doub le nocksets positioned slightly less than l / J 6 in.
apart. His serving is 35 lb. test monofilament.
That. homemade dicker has undergone some changes, not without some
effecl on Cline's shooting. This year's
required stationary clicker, as opposed
to adjustable models, has made things a
little tougher. Dennis has had to work
harder with the stationary clicker to
shoot comparable scores, and apparently, so has everyone else, which probably
accounts in part for the surprising first
few days ufbarebow competition at this
year's Nationals.
Both Hughes and Cline were struggling this year to shoot just over 500.
While the clicker was a fact.o r, Dennis
accounts for his own faltering field
round scores at Aurora as a failure in an
area he considers most important · · a
positive mental attitude. He took a 2 fu r
8 on his first target
the 80 yard
walkup ·and never let it stop bothering

Continued on page 36
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on the 38-yard animal target where he
won the national title at Ludlow with
the last arrow, he didn't even decide
how he was going to shoot it until he
got there. Since he felt he was shooting
h is low anchor a little better that day he
went to that one for 38 · and he won.
Speed in a bow is something that's of
great importance to a shooter who uses
various anchors and walks the string,
but Dennis cautions against being overly
concerned about speed. "A lot of guys
make that mistake - they want to get a
bow and see how many yards they can
get up under the nock, and they think
tha t should determine whether or not
they buy the bow." There's really no
point in being able to get 65 yards at
the corner of the mouth, says De1mis,
and while it's O.K. to have a fast bow,
you don't necessarily want to shoot it
that way - you want to shoo t it so that
you don't have to walk down the string
too far.
Dennis has a 28-inch draw length
tha t gives him optimum poundage out
of his 38-pound Groves, and he f inds
the speed of the Groves product is more
than adequate for him at that weight.
He doesn't crawl dow n the string more
than a couple of inches from the nock
at either of his anchors to cover every
distunce he needs for field shooting, and
that's most important - not to walk the
string so far that there's unnecessary
danger of torquing the bow. 1n fact,
Dennis coordinates his d istances at each
anchor with the speed of the bow he
shoots to accomplish just that, resulting
in a smooth shot and perfect arrow
flight.
The stringwalking phase of barebow
is solidly based on individuality. For the
novice stringwalker, however, De1mis
offers a few words of advice. The
beginning bare bow archer, should find
the bow that suit s him and then learn it
as well as he can. And the way to learn
is to get someone to help you set it up.
Dennis recommends that the beginner
work toward setting up his equipment
so that it's not erratic, by getting good
arrow flight at at lea~1 one distance.
For starters, abo ut one-half inch
down the string from the nock a t the
high anchor should do it, and once the
bow is properly tuned so that the

arrows fly well and gro up at that point,
the archer can work from there to
develop his ,ti1\Vn stringwalking system
and gaps by experimenting with different anchors and techniques. The important thing to remember is to try to
avoid walking the string too far; try to
work out a system that allows you to
stay as close as possible to the nock to
ensure proper string alignment.
Once the bow is set up so that the
arrows arc flying well, and if the archer
has some idea of how to aim , then the
rest is just pure and simple shooting the
arrow - by keeping back and arm
tension, releasing smoothly, and following thro ugh.
Dennis himself has amassed his
knowledge of barebow shooting by
keeping his eyes and ears open and by
experimenting with different things. It's
his strong personal fee ling that: "A guy
can learn better and it'll last longer if he
develops it himself." However , he does
suggest that beginning shooters go to
tournaments, watch how the other
shooters do it, and "If you like it, try
it."
Cline strongly suggests that the novice shooter have someone available to
get him started and hel p him along. Just
as Dennis learns a lot from his shooting
buddies at the club in Aurora, so can
the novice learn fro m the people he
shoots with: "We practice together ,
make mistakes together, and learn together. What every novice needs is to
find someone who shoots a pretty decent barebow score to help him along;
from there on it's up to the individual."
And another thing to remember is
this - don't expect to shoot 500's
overnight. Says Dennis: "You'll be
shooting in the low to mid-400's for
what seems like forever, until you hit on
that little something that clicks." Which
is just what hap pened to Dennis back in
Watkins Glen in the summer of '69.
That year at Watkins Glen got Dennis
started on a serious program - mostly
just plain hard work. With five years of
experience behind him, he's come pretty close to doing just that, and here's a
look at how he does it:
• The f irst. thing Dennis does in preparing to shoot an a rrow is to check his
stance. It should allow him to follow
through with his body in a straight line
to lhe target, i.ncluding bow arm,
shou lders, release hand and elbow. To
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accomplish this, he's made a change in
stance from when he first started shooting.
As a low wrist shooter, Dennis stood
more or less straight up and down with
a fa irly wide spread between his feet as
he addressed U1e target. Now shooting
the high wrist handle, he's found it to
his advantage to lean backward from the
waist and to quarter his body almost 45
degrees into the target, giving him a
smoother, straighter follow through.
• Next Dennis consciously does something most archers do only subconsciously, if at all - step 2 is called
meditation. This is where mental attitude plays a big part, because what
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Dennis thinks about is usually a good
indication of what his mental attitude's
in, whether it's a positive or negative
one. What he doesn't want to think
about, says Dennis, is ius score, or who's
ahead , or what happened on the last
target or th e one before it.
What he does think about is this: " l
concentrate completely on how to
shoot that arrow. because unless you're
a machine, you 're not going to shoot
each arrow the same." Meditation before each shot helped Dennis make it
through the nationals this year, and it
also taught him a lot about altitude. "I
learned a lot about attitude on the first
day of the nationals this year." And
what it did for Dennis is obvious from
the scores he shot the rest of lhe week.
• Now Dennis is ready to nock h is

arrow, and he does this by bringing the
nock snug up against the top nokset he uses two - and he then butts his tab
right up against the arrow. That tab goes
right next to the bottom side of the
shaft, not under the bottom nokset as a
good many other shooters do it. Dennis
doesn't believe in using the bottom
nokset l.o place his tab on the string for
one very good reason: "Those Ii ttla
things can move!"
• for any barebow shooter, the next
step is to count down the string as fur as
you want to go for the distance you're
shooting and how you do it depends on
your method of measuring. One way is
to count the strands in the serving, but
Dennis rejects that as taking too long.
What he does do is to use the stitches in
his tab as a guide in measuring how far
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down the string he wants to go. Then he
places his thumbnail right on the mark,
and it stays there.
• Once the thumbnail is solid on the
string to mark the correct crawl for the
distance being shot , Dennis slides his
fingers and tab down the string to thal
point, so that the top of the tab lines up
with the point marked by his thumbnail. Then he's ready to set his fingers
into the string with proper tension,
which for Dennis means equal tension
on an three fingers.
• The top finger goes dead even with
the top of the tab, and the other two
are crowded up next to it so that all
th ree are dose together, covering as
small a space on the tah as possible. This
crowding of fingers creates a few prob·
lems Dennis didn't have when he was
NOVEMBER 1973

sh ooting with his fingers conforming to
the tab and the slot - now one finger is
riding the slot and coming straight
across the monofilament serving upon
release.
To take care of that, Dennis modified his tab by inserting a small piece of
tape to cover up th e slot and protect his
fingers. And at this point, along with
that equal lension in the three release
fingers goes just a little bit of tension in
the entire string hand.
• Positioning the bow hand is the next
step in Dennis' setup, and since that's
something unique with his particular
handle, let's let him describe how he
does it: "This handle's different than
anything you ever saw. A lot of guys
come off to the side, with their hands
clear out and off the handle. I don't like

that because it causes me to torque my
wrist. When I come into this handle, I
plump my thumb straight past it and I
get into it full around behind it so that
the main part of my wrist is behind the
handle in a straight line."
Probably one of the reasons this
handle works so well for Dennis is
something he said himself, that he's a
bony individual: "This handle is made
so that a person with a small hand, or
not a real fat or meaty hand, can use it
well."

• The next step, once his hand is
positioned correctly, is for Dennis to
draw back in Lo his anchor, and he brings
the back part of his hand off the handle
so that all the pressure is fo rward.
Continued on page 38
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Bowhunting British Columbia
A fter the ball ... some excerpts from my notes . .. And
a ball it was! Fifteen days in northern British Columbia while
New York City sweltered in record heat. Up early, cat like a
horse, to bed bushed by 9 p.m.
Air so clear you couldn't begin to guess how far away the
next mountain really was. New snow on the high peaks every
night, usually gone by noon except for the year-round
patches.
Game surprisingly wary to scent and sight. Wood fire each
morning to heat water and warm the cabin; each rught to dry
out the inevitable wet clothing. Eleven rainy days out of
fifteen. Raingear most essential item, but still hate to wear it.
Snow cover on peaks eliminated goat hunting first week;
later, rain and sun cleared away snow so we could sec the
goats.
Moose scarce at our camp - Don had to move out to
ano ther area but, with three days to go, he downed a beauty
that will come close to Pope and Young minimums. My
mountain caribou was big in body but the rack was well
below the minimums.
Cliff having foot troubles plus some leg problems. Result
was grounding for several days as far as goals concerned.
Problems arc aggravated by perpetually wet feet from rain,
snow, streams, beaver swamps and what-have-you. His spruce
grouse was his only success. Good eating, too. He had only
one running shot at larger game, a goat up in Lick Basin.
Used binoculars so often our eyes bugged out. Good glassps
are an absolute must in this country. Ne1't time I'd consider
lugging along a Fox spotting scope as well.
Won't forget that food. Steak, pies, cakes, tarts, pancakes,
slab bacon, eggs, everything good and in huge quantities. In
spite of overeating at every meal, Jost four pounds on the
trip. Banging up and down those mountains burns up the
calories. Physical exercise program before the trip sure paid
dividends though - no sore musdes on entire trip.
Great fishing for rainbows. Biggest was three pounds (by
Cliff). On my lightweight fly gear those aerial acrobats were
fun to handle and delicious eating as well; flesh was furn and
salmon colored from feeding on freshwater shrimp. Fished
every evening the wind was reasonable afte r we came in off
the mounta ins. Usually used the boat to reach some hunting
spot each morning so kept fishing gear in boat permanently.
Netted 25 cents from Cliff on a "first fish biggest fish" bet
each day we fished. Heavy rains during second week ended
the fishing for some reason. Drew blanks on the last four
days.
Game accessible from the Jake was scarce, except for goats
which we often couldn't see because of snow. Did sec some
big caribou 8 or 9 miles away using the spotting scope in
camp, but couldn't work out the logistics for getting there
except via the spike camp which was m use.
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A l Bristow of Palos Verdes, California displays a fine set of
goat horns and a big grin after• his B. C. goat hunt at
Kitchener lake.

Aiming principally for a goal anyway. Goats much more
wary than anticipated. Climbed about them three times
without getting chance for shot. Only shooting opportunity
developed when goat on ledge below me began game of hide
and seek. He won. When r was close enough to shoot, I
couldn't see him; when I could see him he was too far away.
Beautiful country and friendly people but otherwise, a
mighty inhospitable place to life. Snow five or six feet deep
in the winter. lee oul in the lakes in late June, freeze.up
around mid-October. Lots of animals sighted but those
distances arc mighty long. On game sighted list were: wolf,
grizzly, lynx, wolverine, black bear, stone sheep, beaver,
marmots, ground squirrels, and, of course, moose, mountain
caribou and goats. Saw both golden and bald eagles and wide
variety of waterfowl including many Canada geese. On one
goat stalk a golden eagle soared by not 20 yards away from
my perch on lhe ridge rocks. A startlin'g experience.
One thing about a rack below Pope and Young minimums,
it's ea:;ier to tran:;port. Sawed off one side below burr and
packed in my oversize duffle bag. At home refitted to skull
with two lag screws. Don's moose rack rode in a crate (recent
airline regulation we were told) two feet by five feet by four
feet. There were some raised eyebrows when he checked in at
the airlines but no hitches in getting the antlers, some meat
and the cape all the way lo Kennedy Airport on Long Island .
On layover day going in, rented car in Smithers, B.C . to
do some sightseeing. Wound up watching the coho and
humpback salmon jumping the falls at Mauricetown. What a
sight; got some fine pictures. Tried fishing for a coho but
only one hooked stripped my light spinning gear pronto. Don
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caught a small one.
B.C. license system very fair. License cost is moder~e.
Hunter then buys tag for each species to be hunted at ·fow
rate. [f successful, hunter pays t rophy fee (moose $60,
caribou $60, goat $40, etc). Avoids gouging implications
associated with high basic license fees prevalent in some
sta les and provinces. Does involve a lot of paperwork tJ1ough.
Departure for horn~ from camp delayed 24 hours by fog
and rain making it impossible for the float plane to make the
330 mile round trip. Also lost our last hunting day because
of snow and heavy rain. Outfitter claimed "worst weather in
years" and we didn't argue. Suspecl this country never
blessed with fine weather but what we had certainly had t.o
be below average.
Kept our fletching dry with homemade cover of plastic
bag plus camonet held on with rubber band. Simple and very
effective. Cliff has used one for years. Tear drop shaped
alpine pack worked perfect. Bottom section contained down
vest, raingear and gloves; top held two cameras, flashlight,
rope and spare archery gear plus emergency supplies. Entire
pack light; no interference with shooting. Down vest was a
real joy when sitting out rainstorm or glassing ridges for
goats. Should have acquired one sooner.
Spent rainy afternoon testing ways of sharpening
broadlteads. Honesteel worked best of all but heavy and
bulky to carry. Small file still hard to beat for resharpening
in field b ut have ordered a honesteel for my workbench
sharpening efforts. Vaseline kept edges from rusting in
almost perpetual wetness.
Sad to see trip end, but glad to be home again, too. Won't
soon forget either the country or the people and would sure
like to go back. Will work on it.
So much for the exotic places. Have copious nolcs and
hope to do a broader description of the hunt when the time
develops. Right now, of course, the local hunting seasons are
upon us. ft's probably too late to pass along a few hints
abo ut how to do in one of those big whitetails or mulies, but
it's the right time to make your notes on what you did
wrong.
It's a humbling experience to strike out one year for
the same reason you did in a previous year because you
forgot to correct your earlier mistake. ft docs happen and
now is the time to conduct that post mortem and make the
change.
My own resolve is never again to reach the beginning of
the whitetail season without a few vacation days left for local
hu nting. Without doubt I enjoy the deer season and the early
small game hunting more than any other hunting. Yet, this
year I'm without a single day of vacation left. Result · no
hunting in Pennsy, or New York or Vermont. Possibly the
latter would be ruled out by their rule against compound
bows. Just found out about this and am trying to run down
the details. Pennsy had a similar law but this is due fo r
repeal, possibly by the time you read this.
Meantime, check the game laws. It is not sufficient to
consider whether a law is logical or not. Be sure and be safe
and don't wind up putting bowhunters in an unfavorable
light with the local law enforcement officials. Often all they
need to correct some anomaly is some help from
knowledgeable people. You could be that person.
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Colorado in ·74.
Here's your ticket.
Yes, for every new Bowhunter Member you sponsor, your
name is put in the pot again for the big drawing.
Remember, for every member you sponsor we contribute

a dollar to the Bowhunting Defense Fund. For your
convenience we've included this Bowhunter Member application. Be sure to include your name on it as sponsor. It may
be your ticket to Colorado!

APPLICATION FOR BOWHUNTER MEMBERSHIP

I desire to enroll in the National Field Archery Associa·
tion as a Bowhunter for the primary purpose of establishing a
NFAA Bowhunting Defense Fund for funding the defense of
bowhunting rights in the United States.
I understand the initial fee shall be $3.00 for the first year
with $1.00 to be deposited in the Defense Fund, and that
additional family memberships shall be $1.00 each, with 50¢
being deposited in the Defense Fund.
Also it is understood that renewal fee shall be $5.00 per
year with $2.00 being deposited in the Defonse Fund.
Mail to
NFAA Headquarters
Route 2, Box 514
Redlands, CA 92373

A check for $
made payable to NFAA
is attached to cover one year dues in accordance with the
provisions of the NFAA By-laws.
Date _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Applicant - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - Signature _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __
State _ __ _ __ _ _ __ Zip _ __ __ _ __

Additional Family Members _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _

SPONSORED BY: -

- - -- -- - - - -(name)

(address)
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Dr. Phillips and
Mr. Ploen team up
to study muscle
coordination in
shooting.

Relax
off
that
string?
E VERY archer has heard the ad vice "shoot with your back muscles,"
and " let the s tring pull itself off your
fingers, don't pull your f ingers away
from the string."
We've all probab ly tried to follow the
advice. Disturbingly often, th ough, good
shooting seems elusive . Reading art.ides
on technique may help, b ut different
authorities have surprisingly varied recommcnd<Jtions. Looking at top archers
also gives o n lhe impression that good
shooting can take many forms. Most of
us feel that, surely, there must be some
underlying bask points in cori1mon, but
what are they?
When J im Plocn and I began discussing what went on in shooting, we soon
found that neither of us was using
words in quite the same way as the
other, and our very different backgrounds led us to surprisingly different
ideas of wha t various muscles might be
doing during the act of shooting.
We decided, therefore, to measure
the act ivity of various muscles o f an
archer as he shot a series of arrows . Our
idea was to learn what muscles were
active du ring a shot and how they
coordinated at the moment of release.
The purpose o f this article is to share
with arche rs our preliminllry findings.
In trying to figure o ut a way to get
objective informa tion on the roles of
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different muscles, we concluded that
electromyograms would be the best
records. Anyone with a little knowledge
of anatomy can simply feel which muscles are hard and which are soft in
another archer as he draws and holds,
but the timing at the moment of release
can't be determined that way.
The information that we most wanted was muscle tension, but about the
only way to get rncasur.ernents of the.
tension developed by individual muscles
is to cut their tendons and hook them
to appropriate transducers. Jim, who
was to be our subject , decided he didn't
like that method - besides we could
never use the same archer twice that.
way! E lectromyograms seemed lo offer
good measures, at least for timing.
Whenever a muscle contract s, it generates electrical potentials or voltages,
and these electrical signali. can be detected with suitable electrodes. By amplifying these signals sufficiently to
dr ive recorde rs, you can prod ucc records that accurately reflect changes in
muscle activity over time.
Most readers are p robably fam iliar
with one form of this sort o f record ing
in the electrocardiogram. It is simply a
record of the volt.ages produced by the
heart (a muscle) as its var ious parts
contract and relax. A more recent popular application of the same sort o f

/,eft: Jim Ploen measures the time of
relaxation of back muscles from the
!!MG records. Above: Dick Phillip~· adjusts the gain on the pen recorder.

technique is "bio-feedback" . In that
case, however, it is brain, not muscle,
electrical activity that is amplified and
presented in a for m that can be heard or
seen.
How did we go about making EMG's
during shooting? The usual technique is
to stick needles into the muscles to be
studied. Such .electrodes make it dear
that the activity recorded comes from
just one muscle and not from more
distant ones, but we figured to get few
volunteers (starting with Jim!). So we
used small silver discs taped to the skin
over the muscles that we wanted to
study. Adhesive tape works well, but
some of the newer plastic tapes are even
better at holding the electrodes still.
Records taken from the skin aren't as
good as those from with in the muscle,
especially for muscles which are covered
by others. Then the one closest to the
electrode masks the more distant one,
so we had to confine our attention to
the muse les j ust under the skin.
Our procedure was to tape fo ur pairs
of th e silver discs, one pair fo r each
muscle to be studied, to the archer after
scrubbing the skin with alcohol to remove any oils. Smearing. a daub of
special conducting paste on the skin
under the electrode ensured good electrical contact. The archer then drew and
sh ot as normally as possible while we
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recorded muscle activity with a multipen event-recorder on a strip of paper
moving at standardized speeds past the
pens.
The idea seemed straightforward
enough u ntil we began to look at the
first records. What were we to look for?
As you can sec in the photos, the
records are simply ink lines that are
more or less squiggly . The height of the
squiggles is proportional to the e lectrical
voltage produced by the muscles (so
you can think of our records as simply
th ose o f a recording voltmeter).
As the muscles begin to contract, the
squiggles come more often and become
bigger, and they slow down and get
smaller as the muscle relaxes. Our first
expectation was that we would easily
see sharp beginnings and endings of
activity in one or more sets of muscles
th.at would show us which muscles were
pulling and which were relaxed.
The two of us had rather different
interests in th e results: Jim was particularly concerned with the questions of
symmetry of action on the two sides of
the body, while I was most in terested in
which muscles were most active just
prior to the shot and which initiated the
release.
Altogether we looked at twelve muscles for a starter. These were the trapezius muscles of the right and left sides
o f the back between the shoulder blades
(tum your head :;harply to one side or

This is the first in what promises to be a series of articles on scientif ic
investigations of shooting by Dr. Phillips and Mr. Ploen.
Both m~n are archers.. Dick Phillips is Prof essor of Animal Science at the
University of Minnesota, has degree.s in fo restty and wildlife management, and made
his first bow in 1941 from a Ben Pearson semi-ftnl~he.d hickory stave. Phillips
provides an extensive background in scientific research.
Jim Ploen, of course, is a top championship calibre archer who is involved
fu ll-time in the sporl, as a coach and a consultant to Wing Archery Company.
the other as for as you can and you'll
feel them pull down there); the lalissimum dors i on both sides ( the muscles
that cover the back below the shoulder
blades and bulge under your arms when
you squeeze your elbows to your sides);
the pectoral muscles on the front of the
chest ; the deltoids that cover the top of
the shoulder; the triceps that extend
and the biceps t.hat flext the elbow; and
the extensors that straighten the fingers
were recorded from the back of the
forearm while those that bend the fingers could be recorded form the u nderside of the forearm.
These seemed to include most of the
major muscles that we thought were
likely to prove important in shooting.
We couldn't record from them all at
once, so we had one pair on the right
side of the hack (trapezius) for every
combination to let us com pare the
timing of all the muscles with one
ano ther . Once we got the idea of using
the microphone to pick up the twang of
the bowstring, we also had that timing

point.
First we looked at act ivity involved
in simply raising the bow and drawing
an arrow. As expected, the left delto id ,
especially (that of the bow arm) was
very active du ring lifting and ho lding.
The trapczius muscle between the
shoulderblades of the bow arm side also
became active as the bow was raised,
but that of the d rawing side didn't
contract until th e start of the draw. Its
activity then increased steadily th roughout the draw. The latissimu s dorsi were
almost completely relaxed unless the
elbow of the drawing arm was dropped.
They th en became active, especially on
the drawing arm side. TI1e forearm
muscles of the bow arm were likewise
silent or nearly so.
The most striking thing that we saw
when we first looked at the records of
act ual shooting was Lhat none of the
muscles seemed to relax suddently at
the time o f t he shot. The back muscles
sometimes seemed to keep on firing
right through the shot and until J im let

/,eft: View of the muscles of the chest and front of the arm.
Right: View of the m uscles of the back and back of the arm.
Muscles are: 1-trapezius; 2-latissimus dorsi; 3-pecloral; 4-deltoid; 5-triceps; 6-biceps; 7-j lnger extensots; 8-finger flexors.
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down the bow between shots. At other
times they did relax, but so gradually
that il was impossible to say which one
started first or even to be sure whether
the relaxation began before the twang
or not..
Careful measurements on the records, however, showed that 30-40% of
the time the right side of the hack
relaxed slightly about 0.02 to 0.20
seconds before the left (right-banded
shooter). Jt more often relaxed abruptly
tha n the left side did, too, but both
tended to begin to relax at aboul the
thne of the shot ..
Relaxation was rarely more than
slight until after the microphone signal
indicated that the shot was away. Herc
we had an objective demonstration of
keeping tension in the back through the
shot. We couldn't detect signs of build·
up of contraction that might be ex·
pected in pulling through the clicker. It
will be interested to look at poorer
shooters to see how they do ..
Jim teaches that. archers should shoot
with the trapez.ius muscles, not with the
latissimus dorsi, because pulling with
the latter seems to cause the release
hand to fly out and t11e arrows to group
poorly. Our EMG's indicate clearly thal
he practices what he preaches, for we
found little firing in the " lats" and
movement or sudden contraction only
after the shot had been made.
Remember, tho1igh, that these tests
were made with a 35 pound bow.
Pulling a heavy hunting bow with just

Hlectrodes

in place on finger-flexol'

muscle.~.

the trapczius muscles would be more
difficult, so we would expect to see
more activity in the "lats". In facl, Jim
and a frien d worked at pull ing heavy
weights off the floor with a pulley
arrangement to translate the motion
into a horizontal one, and they found
that they simply couldn't lift heavy
ones without bringing the "lats" into
play. For unknown reasons the right
"lats" seemed to show a sudden burst of
activity about 0.05 to 0.10 seconds
aft.er the left, which, in tum, first gave a
burst of action ahout 0.08 seconds after
the shot. The most likely explanation of
this is that the ac livity reflects letting
the arms and shoulders down after the
shot.
Like the "lats", the deltoids and the
triceps and biceps all seemed to be only
slightly active in shooting. We could see
no evidence that they might be important in controlling the shots.
The most surprising, and therefore
the must interesting, fin ding so far has
been that the old advice to " relax and
let the siring pull itself from your
fingers" doesn' t seem to hold, al least

for Jim's shooting. Instead we consist ently saw a burst of activity in the
finger extensors before (by about 0 .. 2
seconds) the first signs of relaxation in
the 11exurs.
We have checked repeatedly to see if
the burst might be a result of the
sudden movement as the fingers are
flipped out by the string, but the burst
preceeds both the microphone record of
the bowstring sound and the relaxation
of the fl cxors. It is difficult to imagine
how this could be an artifact under
lhese circumstances. Films lha t Jim has
taken at 70 frames per second of top
archers in action reveal a slight forward
movement. of the fingers as the first sign
of the release. This may be what the
EMG's of the finger extensors show.
These preliminary results show that
EMG's can provide vah1ablc new information on shooter performance. The
mosl promising point in this regard is
the amount of variability shown in the
relative timing of the action of diffe rent
muscles - even in an expert.
We are hopeful thaL we will be able
to correlate these variations with where
the arrows hit the target. We also hope
to be able to compare archers or different shooting styles and of different
degrees of skill in our search fo r what
makes an expert archer.
The records were al! taken from Jim
Plocn shooting a 35 pound Wing Competition 11 with 66 inch limbs, a pair of
stabilizers, a cushion plunger , flipper
rest and klicker.

BOWHUNTER BULLETIN
On December 1, 1968, three weeks into the regular deer season, a small tract of
choice never·before·hunted public land in West Texas was opened for the first time
to bowhunting only. This was accomplished through the efforts of approximately
25 bowhunters, but most of the leg·work - the correspondence, petitions, meetings,
and countless preparatory tasks - was done by the one person who had instigated
the action.

WHAT CAN

HAPPEN

Unfortunately, not only did these bowhunters suffer a distinct personal loss, but their
sport suffered a severe blow as well. When the area was closed and bowhunting
declared illegal in the future, public sentiment favored antl-bowhunting, for it was
assumed that if bowhunting had been outlawed, it must be bad. Moral: we all
have to make a living, but we all should be able to find a little time to help those
few doing most of the necessary work to perpet uate our sport. - Jesse Cannon.

COMPOUNDS
O.K. IN PA

THE FINEST FLETCHING EQUIPMENT FOR PERFECT ARROW MAKING
No other fletching equipment gives you all these features: 1. Dial your
setting and you can fletch your arrows diagonally, straight, or true
helical fletch right hand or true helical fletch left hand. 2. Spaces
feathers or vanes 120°, 90°, 75°xl05°, or 60°. 3. Precision die cast,
form fitted thumb controlled clamps. 4. Knif'! edge on base of clamps
elfminates build up of surplus glue. 5. Graduated scale on side of

clamp for spacing feathers or vanes accurately from nock. 6. Allows
clear view of fl etching work at all times. 7. New self-centering nock
receiver fits all nocks. See the most advanced, versatile and accurate
fletch ing jig in a·rchery at your dealers or order direct. JiB with
straight clamp $25.00. Right or left hand true helical clamp ~27.50.
(Specify)

3.120° 4-75° x 105°

THE BITZENBURGER DIAL-0-FLETCH
'HENRY A. BITZENBURGER, ROUTE 2, BOX M-1, SHERWOOD, OREGON 97140

During the two and one-half seasons that this land was open to bowhunters, only
three bucks were taken, but many bowhunters had the opportunity to hunt an area
having excessive deer, mant fox, rabbits, squirrels, bobcats, raccoons and at least
one long-tailed cat. All this time, the opposition never rested. On at least two occas·
ions, bowhunters were called before local governing bodies to defend themselves.
Each time the same individual - the one who did most of the original work to open
the land - was the only bowhunter to appear. Both times he successfully refuted
the charges and defended t he ca use, while all the other bowhu nters were just too busy,
or tor some reason couldn't make it. Then, one day it happened. The individual
doing most of the work moved away. The opposition was overjoyed, and almost
immediately, the remaining bowhunters found their hunting paradise closed, in
all probability never to be re-opened. Why? Simple. All these bowhunters had become
accustomed to someone else running interference and, as usual, they just didn't bother.

ANSWER
YOUR CRITICS

On October 4, Pennsylvania's Governor Milton J. Snapp signed into law a bill which
makes bowhunting with a compound bow legal in the Keystone State, effective
immediately. With estimates of the number of special archery licenses sold there this
year running as high as 200,000, a substantial number of bowhunters could be
affected.
QUESTION: What would happen if sport hunting were stopped?
ANSWER: Game herds would build up in great numbers for a few short years. Then
death due to starvation and disease would occur, followed by severe damage to habitat
wh ich would take many years to recover, if ever. There would be a loss of over 6 mil·
lion dollars each year used for waterfowl management, research and land acquisition.
State conservation agencies would lose 100 million dollars per year from hunter
licenses used for wildlife management and conservation. The hunter also provides
over 40 million dollars annually from an 11% federal excise tax on guns and ammuni·
tion, which would be lost . Almost all wildlife law enforcement is financed through
hunter funds. Who would be the real losers - wildlife itself.
QUESTION: How can a hunter compare his sport to the domestic stock consumed by
modern man?
ANSWER: Factually, only a sustained yield is taken from livestock and the exact
same policy is followed by sport hunting.

tu111r11 r11u11 ,11111LtM'!/

shoot a 500 field or hunter round next year. Any help you
can offer will be most appreciated.
John A. Briley Jr.
Barnesville, c:~gia

by FREDDIE TRONcoso

'.i
• Thank you for your letter. Look for an article on string
walking and technique in this issue of ARCHERY.

Bare bow set up
Freddie:
I am a barebow shooter. It disturbs me that an article on
this method is seldom seen in any archery magazine. I am
interested in how top shooters in this class set up their bows
and their aiming methods.
Last November I changed from a 66 in., 37 lb. Wing
Presentation bow to a 69 in., 37 lb. Hoyt Pro Medalist. The
Wing bow was about ten years old and was beginning to show
signs of glass separation in the upper limb. From the Wing
bow I shot 2677. in. 1816 shafts with soft plastic vanes. They
never bare shafted well (too stiff) but always grouped with
the vanes. The Hoyt bow with 2M~ in. 1716 shafts with
heavy points bare shaft very well even at 20 yards. However,
with the vanes they slap the bow and often do not even hit
the target face at 20 yards. Why? Feathers fly true but the
bottom feather always wears off. Any ideas?
I walk the string and use an under-the-arrow clicker. I
don't particularly like the clicker because sometimes I can't
hold back when rm not on target when the clicker goes off. I
stay with it because I let down before the end of a

tournament and start shooting low. Since I aim with the
point of my arrow I can see the clicker and at times I catch
myself aiming with the clicker instead of the arrow point. Is
it better to concentrate on the spot and see the arrow in my
peripheral vision or the other way around? At times I do
both.
Steve Hayes' article (August ARCHERY) on the "All
Important Bow Hand" is excellent. This, I am sure, has been
one of my problems. I know I tend to change my hand
position. Is there a similar article in print somewhere on
string alignment and releasing the string with the fingers?
String alignment plagues me with every anchor.
How do you feel about arrow rests for my method of
shooting? I used to use a Hoyt Pro Rest but had trouble with
the rest finger breaking off up inside the leather where it
can't be seen. I changed to the Hoyt Super Pro Rest. I have
had trouble with the hook part of the rest finger breaking off
and the flexible arrow plate wearing down. Do you know if
the cushion plunger is legal in barebow competition? What
advantages would it offer?
I am shooting in the low 400's now and hope to be able to

QUALITY PRODUCTS FROM BONNIE BOWMAN

Willia<n$On Spring Rest. The ultimate arrow
rest. Stable and positive, it improves arrow
flight. It is also the greatest wind rest ever
designed. Impervious to the weather, this rest
will not wear out. Only $14.95.

Compound Bow String Changer. Designed for the Jennings Compound, the MX-42-3 is
made of strong, light-weight black anodized aluminum. It slips right o!1 the cables to
change your string in less than one minute, effortlessly. Holds any weight compound
bow up to 75 lb., and folds in the middle to slide easily into your quiver. Only $3.95..
Custom Cushion Plunger. If you've ever loSt the screw-on butt_ons on y~ur cush10.n
plunger, you'll want to try ours. Custom machined from the finest quality brass, 1t
features a plunger made entirely from nylon. Only $9.95.
.
.
New Peep Sight. The smallest overall dimension sight available on the market, this
circular peep has our special no glare tapered hole d~sign. Only 90¢eac~.
Nor Scope 560 sight.. Th is is the scope. Our ideal of interchangeable reticles has been
copied, but not ~qualled. The NorScope exclusive precision machi~ed screw-toge.ther
design guarantees positive alignment and placement of lenses and reticles. The specially
ground glass opthalmic lenses insures
better aiming and crystal clear image.
With three aiming reticles. only $17.50.

If your arrows occasionally miss the target face at 20
yards, chances are you may be applying a counter-clockwise
torque into the bow which may account for the slap on the
bow and erratic airows. When· shooting vanes, the bow grip,
or hand hold, should be completely relaxed with no grabbing
or torquing of the bowhand in anticipation of the release.
Have a shooting buddy or qualified instructor watch you
shoot with particular observation of your bow hand.
The choice of aiming methods is strictly a personal choice.
One point I do emphasize is stick to one and solely one
methocf during a tournament.
I will ask Steven Hayes to write an article on string
alignment and releasing using the finger method. Steve is a
very knowledgeable and gifted archer.
I believe that the majority of bare-bow archers, including
string-walkers, fail to recognize the importance of aimi~g th~.
back-end of the arrow. l have asked numerous BB artists if
they align their bowstrings. To my amazement, the majority
do not know where their string is in relationship to the edge
of the sight-window, plunger or outer edge of the bow.
As for arrow rests for your particular style of shooting, I
recommend the Hoyt Pro or Super-Pro rests. Yes, they will
break, for string walking is brutal on arrow rests regardless of
who manufactures them.
The cushion plunger is legal in barebow competition, but
requires some experimenting in setup. The plunger allows t~e
arrows to come out of the bow sttaighter due to partial
elimination of the archer's paradox, the bending of the a1'row.
shaft around the bow. You may notice, however, that use of
the plunger will make you shoot and group to the rig~t. To
eliminate this phenomenon, simply align your string or
visually sight outside the bowsh'ing (see illustration).
Figure J illustrates aligning or shooting inside of the
string. This will cause arrows to group or move to the right.
Figure 2 illustrates aligning or shooting outside of the .string.
This alignment position nwves arrow impact to the left. You
may visually align the string alongside the right edge of the
sight window or a at various locations according to arrow
impact or direction.
.
Remember - it is of equal importance to align and pmnt

GOT A PROBLEM?

NEW! PAPeep sight. We're the country's
largest distributor of these fantastic peep
sights. Send $2.00 each. cash or money
order. We pay postage on orders of two
or more. Dealer inquiries invited.
Add 75¢ to cover shipping.

WRITE FREDDIE
1851 Orange Avenue
Monterey Park, California 91754

(For a speedy personal reply, please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope)

BONNIE BOWMAN ARCHERY

2007 High Street, Dept. A3, Alameda, CA 94501, Telephone: 415-521-4411 .
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FREE to all "I' Class
1973 State Field
&Target Champions!
Miletron Products extends a hardy congratulations on your
achievement. We would like to send you, free of charge, the all
new Miletron Gold Medal Sight System. The Gold Medal features
nine interchangeable molded apertures in light gatheri~g colors.
We feel it to be a definite asset to .improve your shooting, both
indoors and outdoors.
To qualify for your Free Gold Medal Sight, simply send us your
state class card (which we'll return promptly) or a copy o~ your
class card, showing your scores. ("A" Class Freestyle Mens and
Women's only, please)
To you runners ups and hopefuls, look into a Miletron Sight.
·
You'll like what you see.

MILETRON ~oo~rnm~TI~
1851 S. Oran&e Ale., Monterey Park, CA 91754

COMPLETE TREATISE ON TOP CLASS SHOOTING
Learn secrets the pros do not reveal

written Cor self criti?ism or form, slu~p,
free?.ing - lists common shooting prol>lems, lu~1~g
of bow illustrated with 83 photos • See why cnt1cs
rave ab~ut Cltapter I 0. Learn those c!ements of con~
trol that nd.d mental armament of physical tech ruque
This book fills a strong need for amateur and pro-

-~-- • Specially

fessional alike.
Ask your dealer or send $5.50 check or m.o.

ILLUSTRATIVE. SPECIALTIES.
P.O. Box 4371, Panorarna City, Calif. 91412.
(Calif. adu tax)

SPRANDEL'S
RANGEFINDER BOWSIGHT

Truly the only automatic rangsfinder bowsight
on the market today. No guesswork. Flick of the
finger frames deer and automatically adjusts sight.
No need to take eyes off game. Works from
elevated stand as well as ground level.
Compare the Sprandel Rangefinder Bowsight to any other hunting sight on the
market for dependability, durability
and accurancy. Made of black
anodized aluminum. Fits all bows
including Compounds.
EASY TO INSTALL.
EASY TO USE.
Spe<:ify right or left hand.
Bowsight with angle mounting
brackets $19.95. Side mount
bracket $7.00. Deer weight
targets 23 x 23 $.50.
Send self-addressed stamped
envelope for FREE descriptive
material.

SPRANDEL'S BOWSIGHT CO.
19 Brookside Drive, Monroe, Conn. 06468
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rhe back end of the arrow as well as the front tip of the
arrow.

Arrow entry with release
F reddie:
Let me congratulale you on your fine technic al
information appearing in ARCHERY. Also my congratulat ions to your wife for her outstanding performance at the
National Tournament.
Your new rope release appears to be an improvement on
the flight strap or double flipper as many call it. My
experience with the flipper has been filled with mixed
emotions. Although I like the principle of this method, I find
it difficu It to set up the bow for proper bow en try.
Using a 36 lb. bow and both rigid and yielding arrow rests,
I find that my arrows (1814, 1816 and 1914) bounced it to
the righl. {I am left -handed). Consequently, I made another
bow, 38 lb., and equipped it with a cushion-plunger. This
gave me much better results although l did have some trouble
with the plunger caused b y the spring stiffness being too
heavy. I managed to get one that was slightly softer b.ut

-{$
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Jn summary, I find that the horizontal adjustment is not
critical when using a release. Trying not to be repetitious, 1
still recommend placing the shaft on true-center f or <;Jptimwn
arrow flight.
../'

could not get the locking nut to hold because of the short
length of threads engineering into the plunger design.
Shooting bare-shafts at 6 ft. , I managed to get my arrows to
enter almost straight. The majority of shots entered with the
nock end slightly to the left.
Naturally, I would li.k.e to adjust this perfectly and am
hoping your new release will do the trick. I feel that a
properly turned set up should allow you to shoot bares.hafts
into a bale with the nocks slanting both left and right with
enough adjustment to zero in perfectly. This I cannot do. My
adjustment varied fro m extreme right to almost zero or
straight. I would sincerely appreciate your opinion on this
matter and best set-up for your release.
George Allston
White Plains, N.Y.

FOR FAST

ACCURATE SKOOTING •••

A high anchor release?
Freddie:
Do you make a release that can be used with a high
anchor? r am shooting in barebow class but am starting to
play around with a sight. I have a Jennings Compound 42 lb.
peak, 31 lb. relaxed. I shoot 27¥<i in. arrows using three
fingers under with a tab and clicker, not walking the string you know why wit h a compound bow.
When I am playing with the sight, I use the under-the-chin
normal freestyle anchor with a rope release, rear peep and
the same clicker. Arrows seem to fly well, but I get no more
score than shoo ling barebow. I just think I would be more
comfortable with an anchor near my barebow anchor. By the
way , I am left-handed. Thanks.
'
Don Caswell
Tujunga, California

• The problem you describe deals with arrow entry and
matching arrow to your particular bow.
The adjustment flexibility you seek does not exist. If you
cannot correct a left entry bare shaft, you should try the
next weaker spine arro w or 1714 in your case. {fo r lef t
handed archer). The function of the plunger is to absorb any
opposing pressure caused by arrow paradox which is
especially prevalent with the finger-releasing method. Since
you are using a release, your shaft should be centered or
placed on absolute center of bow. This refers · to sighting
visually with bowstring bisecting arrow shaft on the bow in
the nocked or resting position.
·
The use of my release, or any other release for that
matter, will all give you the same approximate results. The
accomplishment of perfect set-up and functioning is up to
y ou.
The setup shoul.d not present any problem providing the
arrow is resting on true center to begin with. Using a release,
the noc!dng point is about the only truly important variable
you have to worry about: I have watched archers shoot many
tremendous scores with their arrows sitting way off center.

• I do not make or know ofa release which works ~ ll with
a high anchor, other than the Wilson strap-tab. I recommend
using a low anchor and using a •'surprise'' release.
The rope type you use is a "command" release which will
not raise your score unless you master a technique which
allows. you to aim and release on the element of surprise.
Since you live in my area, you might call me if you are
interested in private coaching.

Freddie:
I have been reading your answers t o p eople for osme time
now and decided it was time for me to turn to an expert. My
prob lem is that I get an occasional fletch strike below the
arrow rest. When this happens I get poor arrow flight even
though the shaft is still in the five up to 30 yards. My gear is
a Hoyt P ro Medalist, 70 in., 33 lb . I have a Berger Button and
a Flipper rest by New Archery Products. My arrows arc X7
17 l 6's wit h plastic fletch.
J h ave t ried more pressure with the button, but still get
some arrow slap. I shoot with my fingers. I have thought
because it is only an occasional arrow th.at. hits, my release
could be off for that one. But what in my release could cause
this - top finger, low finger pressure, pinching the nock or
wha t? My scores have been in the 460-470 range this past
summer. Next year I want that 500. Can you help me?
Grant Patton
New Hampshire

For that areher who has EVERYTHING

..

~

- - --

• I believe y o ur problem lies in your method of releasing the
bowstring. The release should be executed using good tension
or proper use of the back and shoulder muscles. The drawing
hand should be relaxed to a point where the fingers are
serving merely as holding hooks for the string. When you
release the string, the drawing hand should recoil
automatically alongside the neck providing you. are using

THE ONLY ONE THAT "REALLY WORKS"
Give him or her the gift to complete his or her equipment list. Truly the only arrow straighte ner on the market that
really works. Proven by over 10 years of use and guaranteed complete satisfaction or money back. Ask any archer who
owns one.
For t he low price of $29.95 your COVY comes complete with one bushing. (Order by outside shaft diameter or supply shaft number).
Additional bushings available in alt sizes for $1.50 each. Include $1.25 for postage and handling. Calif. Residents add 5% sales tax.
Pat. No. 2954814

COVY ARROW STRAIGHTENER - P.O. BOX 498, DEPT. A - MORAGA, CALIFORNIA 94556

Avollo l:.la ot archery ol'ld 'portil'l.g goodi

d•ol•t.t. - or vn H•

NOCK RITE COMPANY
3720 Crestview Circle

Brookfleld, Wis .• U.S.A. 53005

We do mnke very accurate and high quality

BOW LAMINATIONS
We have a stock of the best quality hard maple and
a hard maple assembly called "Supertlex Action·
wood." "S.A.," for shorl. Much of the hard maple is
a kind of specially kiln dried wood we have found. It
makes excellent bow laminations. The ''S.A." maple
is ver y dry, stable and excellP.nt for how making.
Many of the best bowmakers, all over th !~ world, use
it in pr eference to an y o t.hcr wood. Write for prir.C"
list. We maintain a stock of fini shed laminations t u
he lp us fill orders promptly.
A bow can be no betttir than the laminations whil'l1
JCO into it. We r.an supply some colorful woods suitable
for handle use. We h3ve standard Ho-Tuff (in white,
black and fo1·P.st green l. Also Urac gluP. and bow making instructions.
. TH.I<~ OLD MASTER CRAFTERS COMPANY

130 Le Haron St., Waukegan, Ill. 60085

WILSON-ALLEN

Good finger release

The COVY Arrow Straightener

• Balanced three flnger action
• Smooth arrow release
• Satisfaction guaranteed $1.00

BRUSH KNO CK
•

Fits All Bows

•

Use on Both Ends
of Bow
• Will Not Mar Bow
2for

s100

Protects the bow from snagging brush
and grass between the bow and string.
Made of pure gum rubber. Serves as a
"silencer" by hushing the string slap.
WILSON-ALLEN CORP.
Box 206
WINDSOR, MO . 65360
'----Telephone 816 647-3125-- --

PATCHES
Since 1941, we have offered fine
embroidered emblems at low
prices. For quotation, send sample or sketch and indicate quan·
tity required.

FRANKJ.WAHLCOMPANY
Box 219-FA, Teaneck, NJ 07666

Continued
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by ERV KREISCHER

"pecking order" ,

An acceptable
W, ARE again indebted to Mr. Blair Pe terson for his discussion of tournament
NFAA OFFICERS
Ervin G. Kreischer
President
827 Floretta Dr., N.W.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107
John W. Durham
Vice President
2604 So. 19th St.
Ft. Pierce, Florida 33450

E. Pat Wingfield
Immediate Past President
976 W. Alisa!, Apt. 2
Salinas, California 93901
Wm. H. Wadsworth
Bow Hunting Chairman
Boy Scouts of America
New Brunswick. New Jersey 08904

Ervin W. Belt
Executive Secretary
Route 2, Box 514
Redlands. Californ ia 92373
(714) 794-2133

classification systems in th e September issue of AR CHER Y Magaine.
Ron Manist of Canton, Ohio , in correspondence with me repor ted excellent
results from a similar system whicl1 has been in use for several years by North Central
Ohio Archers. TI1is is not a club, but a n association of d ubs. Like Blair PeLerson's
system, theirs o ffers recognition tO' the highest scoring individual in ead1 style of
shooting as the Division Champion and provides dasses from AA to + for all others
regardless of sex or style of shooting. Brietly, a 300 shooter shoots in the 300 class
regardless of style or sex.
Bill Miner of Chat sworth, California, was quick to report that Valley West Archers
has been using th e same system, excepting that additional flights or classe~ were
added to allow na rrower scoring breaks.
The NFAA sy~te m for classifying archers in field competition was removed from
the by-laws du ring 1969 when the handicap system was adopted. This was done to
encourage clubs and associations to develop systems for making awards which could
be tailored to suit any tournament. Justification for the ch ange lay in the concern
t.hat our rigid class system provided for well over 100 awards and that any
tournament with NFAA sanction would have to guarantee each award should there
be an archer present to claim it.
Now, at a glance, it would seem that allowing all clubs absolute freedom in
making awards would be the perfect solut io n. In reviewing the issue, I believe several
observations can be made .
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I. Archery associations like to relate to a natiom1l system because it authenticates
th eir p rocedures and lends substance to their decisions..Also, it adds to the
meaning of their affiliation.
2. Variations of national procedu res are often met by opposition from a segment of
membership, thereby serving to perpetuate controversy.
3. After five years of undaunted freedom, some organizations have developed
satisfactory sys tems and are recommending them to others. But, also, a significant
number o f gro ups, for a variety of reasons, have not done so and would welcome
guidance.

Class distinction in archery is n o different from class distinction in an~ social
order. Social studies in human behavior indicate that people are psychologically
uncomfortable when forced out of their "pecking order." Confusion and unrest
prevail until another acceptable order is established.
Believing these observations to be valid it is my intent to explore th e possib ility of
re-establishing such an order. We may find that ou r most successful groups are now
using a common system. Should this prove to be true, it is entirely p O:.'Sible that a
new order could be established on a mere recommendation.
Both Ron Manist and Bill Miner felt that the classes or flights could be adjusted
for local ap plication, but more important is the total concept. Both of these people
report total acceptance and recommend it to you. They believe it would again
provide a reasonable conformity to our sport . What do yo u think ?

by ERV BELT
·1

THE

Defense fund t

NFAA wishes to express their appreciation and acknowledge the following
recent contributions to lhe Bowhunter Defense Fund:
Sandia Crest Bowhunters Association of New Mexico £ 146.00; Indian Hills
Archery Club of Kentucky $50.00 ; Lo nghorn Archery Club of Texas $25.00 ; New
England Field Archery Council $ 13 1.22; Lunenburg S portsmen Club of Mass.
$65.00; Bald Eagle Bowhunters of India na $2 J .OO; Blue River Archers of Indiana
$25.00; C.F.G .C.A. of New York $36.00 ; Marz Bow Co. of New York $5.00; Valley
Bow Archery Club of New York SI0.00; Massachusetts Archers £90.92 ; Woburn
Sportsmen Club of Mass .. $27.50; Enl'ield Archers Club of Connecticut $25 .00;
Winona Archers of Minnesota $32 .40 ; Michigan Bowhuntcrs of Michigan $300.00;
Manahoac Bowman of Birvinia $10.00; Palu Duro Bowhunters of Texas $1 33 .00;
Sequoit l:lowhunters of lllinois $23.00; North Suburban Arc hery Club of Minnesota
$12.00; Tioja Bowhunters of New York $92.00; Orlando Archery Club of Florida
$10.00; Kitsap )3owhunters of Washington $1 0.70; Dale and Pam Rankin of Michigan
$5.00; Dr. Arthur Heise of Kent ucky Sl 0.00; R. Scoll Withers of Alaska 56.50;
Richard Wilson of California $ L2.00 ; R obert Puhl of Pen nsylvania $10.00; Robert
Behrent of New Jersey S5.00; W. Devu nmiller of New Jersey $10.00; Charles Fisher
of Iowa $20.00 ; Alwin Buerkle of New York 55.00 ; George Moerlein of Alaska
$7 .00; Chuck Crisl ip of W. Virginia $5.00 ; Keith Flint of California $15 .00 ; Larry
Noel of Missouri S 10.00; Mar ilyn Jorgcs of Minnesota $I 50.00; D r. Donald Reed of
Tenn. $25.00; Arch ery Central of Kentucky $25.00 ; Ned Rud of Kentucky $25 .00;
Jerry Rafferty of Iowa S3.00; Donald Ewers of fowa $3 .00; Wayne Lamor~au.x of
Iowa $3.00; Terry Tobin of Iowa $3.00; Don Secury of Iowa $3.00; Jim Conray of
Iowa $3.00; Vcrland Faught of J owa $2.00; Donald Allen of lowa $2.00; Keith
Luehmann of Iowa $2.00; Kathy Hackbart of Iowa $2.00; Marv Hackbart of Iowa

$2.00.
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Dr. Jack L. Barr$
9801 Baymeadows Rd ... 2 2, Jacksonville, FL 32216
Janis Beverly
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James Archuletta
1302-A Ala Moan• Blvd., Honolu lu. HI 96814
Jack W. Fisher
Rt. el, S . Meridia n Rd., Kuna, ID 83634
Roland Mantzke
1260 Constellation Or., Aurora, IL 60505
Robert M. Tinkey
305 w. 3rd st .. Ligonier, IN 46767
Ray H. Barnes
729 14th Ave., Coralville, IA 52240
James Morgan
2 304 College, Topeka, KS 66611
Giitner Meeks
Rt. 2, S o x ~2. Dry Rldga, KY 41035
Harold Bar~t
8814 Coyn Lane, Sllr evepo rt, LA 71106
Carroll Frost
RFD 1, Lincolnville, ME 04849

Paul J. Double

Rt. 1, Box 36·B,

Frcel~nd,

MD 21053

Robert Tate

17 Kittredge St., Beverly, MA 01915
David Colter
Rt. 1, Scnoolcroft, Ml 49 087
John 0. Larson
7 5 5 Mohican Lane, st. Paul, MN 55118
Alton Dunnaway
5 127 Mattox St., J ackson, MS 32909
James Schulz
906 Diversey or., St. Louis, MO 63126
Doug Newbury
233-2nd St., N.W., Great Fans, MT 59404
Jeck Hurst
5106 N. 93rd Ave., Oman&, NE 68134

Marlene Crim

A donation of $1 .00 was received from the following individuals: Bernie Smith of
Iowa; Ray Kramer of Iowa; Keven Anhalt of Iowa; Bob VerHof of Iowa; Joel Twedt
of Iowa; Michael Brown of Iowa; Wayne Barlow of NY; Jim Leach of NY; Don Marz
of NY; Bob Dean of NY; Al Lewis of NY; John Carlson of NY; Howard Crandall of
NY; Carl S Levens of NY; Jean Marz of NY; Tom Carter of NY; Ron Hall of NY; Pete
Peterson or NY ; Dick Holly of NY ; Linda Holly of NY; and Dan Ewing of NY .
The individual donation from Marilyn Jorges was a memorial to h er late husband,
Robert, who was a very active member of the Rapids Archery Club of Coon Rapids.
Minnesota.
With these contributions the NFAA Bowhunter Defense Fund now totals

$9,525.00.

929 Spruce Cr., Las Vegas , NV 89106
Laverne Lavoie
7 3 Palm St., f'o!asnua, NH 03060
Paul Torra
1 38 Reldyes Ave., Leun la, NJ 07605
Joe Bega:
105 E. Gladden, Farmlng1011, NM 87401
Harold A. Converse
183 Ballad Ave.. Rochuter, NY 14626
Luke C. Wood
Rt. 1, Box 56·A, Arden NC 28704
Robert Gangl
St. ~nthony, NO 58566
Robert J. Brenneman
723 Vine St., Coshocton, OH 43812

Wilbur Corley

2 12 S. Perdue, Claremore. OK 74017
F&rn Epperly
1800 Lakewood Ct. #8, Eugene, OR 97402
John Henneberry
South County Tr., West Kingston, RI 02892
William A. Shain
101 Shady Lane, Clemson, S C 29631

Alvin E. Meisenheimer
214 - 2nd Ave. SW, Watertown, SO 57201

Public information flyen;

In this issue are th e first two flyers of a series being produced by the Bowhun ting
and Conservation Committee in an attempt to inform that part of our population
(65%) that arc not involved in the current hunting and anti-hunting issues.
The finished series will be made available in large quantities to sportsmen
organizations at cost for mass distribution to civic gro ups, schools, etc . These copies
may be ordered fro m yo ur NFAA Headquarters, Rou te 2, Box 514, Redlands, CA
92373. A small fee (see tahle below) should accompany the order.
10 - 99
$ .03 each
2.00 per hundred
l 00 - 499
500 · 999
l. 75 per hundred
1000 & over
15 .00 per thousand

Continued on page 26

Jerry Wise

301 Chickamuga Rd., Chactanooga, TN 37421
Joe Butts
5725 Sunset Rd., Forth Worth, TX 76114
Ray Howard
942 Stal ice Ave., S~ndy, UT 84070

Michael Slivch~k
RFD, East St., E. Clarenc:len, VT 05759
William K. Bolt
9 3 45 Linton Hall Ra., Bristow, VA 22013
Mel Daley

1521 2 NE 8th, Bellevue, WA 98008
Harmon Eugene Brown
Rt. 1, Box I9, Cameron, WV 26033
David Hacl<ett
RI. 4, McDonald Dr.. Lake Geneva WI 53147
Oale E. Mccawley
Box 883, Gillette, WY 82716
Wm. Montgomery
E Co, 122 Maint. Bat., APO, New York 09165
Bill Sadvar
44 th Ora ( BM) (GS) APO SF 96331
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HOW RARE AND ENDANGERED

SPECIES GET THAT WAY
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IMPORTANT!
Each Jennings Compound
is custom fitted for the
archer. Purchase y~urs only
from a shop displaying the
" Qualified Jennings Compound Dealer" poster. Mail
order purchases will void
all new-bow guarantees.

Fasl

The Jenn1n·g s
Compound is the
fastest shooting bow
you'll ever hold.
Accurate, more accurate than
any bow In manufacture today; at
any distance! Arrow flight trajectory
so flat It's almost unbelievable.
High-strength components and custom assembly
make the Jennings Compound the Archer's ultimate bow.
Send for your free brochure today. We' ll show you how an
arrow should fly.
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TEL TALE NOCK POINT
Used by champion Jack Lancaster

11,

AM

(Jl~IU, • AIJI

Keep string-peep in alignment when
using our J .C. ralease·aid.

PATEN T PENDING
Ask about our double Nock Points
for fi nger·shootars.

J.C.ffiFG. CQ
6435 West 55th Ave., Arvada, CO 80002
Phone: 303 - 421-2646
DEALERS, DISTRIBUTORS INVITED
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FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

ANDERSON ARCHERY CORPORATION
lox 130 Dept. A
Grand Led9•, Michigan 41137
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$2.20PACKAGE OF THREE

From The Nation's Leading Archery DistributQr
• Guaranteed Service-AH Orders Shipped the Same Day Received
• Guaranteed Selection: Al I the 1973 Top Lines
• Get Lowest Prices Possible
WIRE
WRITE
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ORDER R-10 FOR ALL RELEASES
Plttase state your nock size.

FREE DISCOUNT ARCHERY CATALOG

PHONE

~Mf~~

SCCJZC

517~27-4021
IN IUllNlll OVH 20 YIAlS

In lhe Nat ional Tournamen t coverage
which appear ed in the September I 973
issue of ARCHERY, the scores of the
Class C Amateur Barebow Men shooters
were omitted. Those scores, including
field , hunter, ariimal rounds and aggregate, fo llow:
Donald Taylor, W. Frankfort , TL,
736-778-386/ l 900; Lyle Burch, Hoffman Est., IL, 510-644-372/1526; Eu·
gene Micha l ik, Chicago , IL,
602=563-308/ 1473;Pau] Jacob s, Arlington H ts., IL, 488490-310/ 1288; Larry
Scndclbach, Princ eton , IL,
350-5 11 ,314/ 117 5;· Marvin Muller, Dix
Hills, NY, 481-412-270/1163 ; Edwin
Hendric kson, Batavi a, IL,
308-339-222/869; and Frank Haefelin,
Aurora, IL, 264-1 14,Inc.

Barebow money
tourney draws
top shooters
Two

major archery comp anies and a host of other
manufacturers, dealers and lane operators contributed to the
success of a "first -ever" archery event held in Ludlow,
Massachusetts over the Labor Day weekend.
The first Buttercup Open barebow money shoot offered a
guaranteed cash purse of $500.00 plus $200.00 in merchan~
dise handicap prizes. The one prerequisite for participation
made the Buttercup Open unique · - only barcbow shooters
could compete.
The money event was held in conjunction with the 1973
New England sectional tournament , traditional archery event
of the season in the area and one of the nation's longest.
running tournament s, with a 25-ycar history. Three 28 target
rounds were shot iri the sectional competition, a field, hunter
and animal. The field and the hunter were used as the official
Buttercup rounds.
Current NF AA national barebow champion Dennis Cline,
former national champion David Hughes and other top
barebuw archers came from just about everywhere to
compete for guaranteed money awards in a tournament
designed especially for them.
Not only were Cline and Hughes there shooting, after
finishing one and two at the NFAA Nationals, but number
three was there, too. Wayne Woerdich brought a pack of top
barebow shooters from New Jersey along with him.
So with the nation's top three barebow archers, the best
from New J ersey, and New England's own worthy represen·
talives ready for action, a great tournament was in the

(j)

TRUESPOT
._,IUlltd"
~

Spots your arrow exactly very shot . Will NOT roll string.
Gives extremely accurate "Hair
Tr igger " release . Arrow may
be slipped up or down until
it seats on not ch. Mfg. of
light weight SOLID NYLON .
Can be used over and over.

No sticky compressible
rubber wrfaces here•
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move
when
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installtd.
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proper back tension.
It 1tounds as if you are plucking the string occasionally. if
you tense your drawing hand and fingers, the fingers will
pluck the string and the hand will fly away from the face
causing the arrow to fly right or low right.
Another example of improper use of back tension results
in collapsing forward which gives you low left arrows. 1
believe that if you become analytical about what you are
really doing on each shot, your problem will disappear.

Three or four fletch?
Freddie:
I have a Jennings compound with 45 to 60 lb. limbs. It
peaks at 60 and holds at 40 lb. at my 29 in. draw. My arrows
are Herter's 2020 aluminum cut to 29~ in. for broadhcads. I
use the Copperhead Slicer broadhead with a 5 in. right wing
helical three fletch. I have heard from many hutners that a 4
in. four fletch straight down the shaft might work better. If
so, explain the difference.
Would Herter's Resinol fletch work in four fletch using a
4 in. fletching set straight down the shaft? What do you
think of Bear Razorheads and screw-on broadhcad adapters?
Rcymundo Guzman, Jr .
Monahans, Texas

• 1 do not personally favor the use of four fletch, althQugh
many bowhunters like them. This, again, is a highly personal
choice. The "Resinol" or urethane vanes will work best in
three fletch {or fow") if placed on shaft using helical
f7etchers.
Bear Razorheads have indeed taken their share of game
although 1 believe the steel or metal used in their
manufacturing is a little on the soft side. The adapters work
well ifyou install them properly.

Fletching with plastic
Freddie:
I would like to know the correct way to fletch with
plastic vanes, hot to prepare the aluminum shaft, type of glue
to use, and also, can a multi-fletcher be used? Also, what
length plastic vane do you recommend to handle a broadhcad

BINDERS FOR ARCHERY
MAGAZINES
Protect your magozines • • •
Enhance your archery library.··
Large eno1HJh to hold 12 issues • • •

PRICE $4.00 ea.
California. residents add

o%

J1a.les tax.

ORDER TODAY!
NATIONAL FIELD ARCHERY ASSN.

Route No. 2, Box 514
28

Redlands, Calif. 92373

Instruction
for
,,,
shooting lndivietual Differences

- 125 grains, 31 in. shaft for a 75 lb. bow?
I've shot four fletch feathers for better than twenty years.
I recently acquired a compound bow and it ruins the fletch.
Tried some three fletch plastic and they seem to hold up
better, but they won't handle a broadhead. How would four
fletch plastic work with a broadhead?
E.J. Rhea
Portland, Oregon

For

better

LAST

month we discussed equal and opposite forces.
This article will attem pt to explain by vectors and pictures
the basic principles involved. I will continue to play the role
of a fool by asking myself questions and trying to answer
them.

• The preparation and application of plastic vanes requires
very basic know-how and is fairly simple.
The preparation of aluminum shafts requires cleaning the
shaft by using either Ajax or Comet cleanser to remove all oil
and dust. Be sure not to use detergent of any kind.
Thoroughly scrub the fletching area and rinse the surface
with warm water or preferably warm distilled water. Shake
off excess water, and allow to dry in a clean dry place or
force dry with a warm air stream using electric blower type
hairdryer.
The above method is superior for plastic or soft urethane
fletching providing if vanes are glued on using Fletch-tite
cement.
Yes, the multi-fletcher workers well providing you take
care in being 1ture the vane is seated properly and making
contact with the shaft all the way.
I recommend using three 5-in. helical soft-urethane
hunting vanes for your hunting bow. Be sure to fl.etch these
using helical fletchers. The helical fletching does indeed help
tu stabilize most any broadhead. There are many hunters
who successfully use four-4 inch soft vanes and acclaim total
satisfaction using them. Be sure to use a yielding arrow rest
and proper build-out to prevent striking the arrow rest or
side of the bow.

STRING

Question: What does this have to do with individual
differences?
Answer: This is the only constant when an archer picks up
the bow. Even this will change if he or she does not pull back
the same exact distance as each arrow is shot.
Question: Do you mean to tell me that every arrow I shoot is
shot differently?
Answer: Unless you are a machine and continuously shoot
perfect scores the answer is ye1t. Every time you miss the
center of the spot you have made a small or large deviation in
you r form.
Question: What does a perfect vector or vectors look like for
an archer at full draw?
Answer: To answer that question we need two diagrams and
two pictures. Figure 2 illustrates a side view vector of an
archer at full draw getting equal and opposite to the pull of
the bow.

New spring rest

ARCHERY

l

Question: Pictures I know, but what is a vector?
Answer: A vector is a straight line that points in the direction
of a force. A simple vector for a bow at full draw is shown in
Figure 1.

Freddie:
I have been hearing a lot about the Williamson spring rest
for compounds - some good, some bad. Most of it was good
though, so I thought my question and your answer could be
very useful.
I heard from several people, and also remember reading it
somewhere, that the Williamson rest has to be installed at the
factory. J certainly don't want to ship my Jennings off again.
I would like your answer concerning installing the rest on
my compound . Could a layman, like myself, install the rest
or should it be done at the factory? I would like to thank
yo u again for all your help in answering my questions which
I send you from tin1c lo time.
Neal A. Klump

• it is my pleasure to once again answer one of your
questions.
1 believe that the Williamson spring rest can be easily
installed by the average layman if he follows the instructions
furnished to the letter.
The use of a good drill press is highly recommended since
you will be drilling specitllly treated impregnated wood. The
rest is secured in place by the use of two metal screws which
are furnished with each rest. I have seen many archers using
these rests with excellent results. This type rest is a special
bessing on strong windy days!
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Look only at picture 3 and notice the black line drawn
through the picture. The line intersects the main pressure
point on the bow handle and passes straight through the
middle of the drawing arm. The pictures refer to the last part
of this article, so don't get involved studying them yet.

Question: What does the other diagram look like?
Answer: This is a little more difficult to draw. However, look
at Figure 3 which is a top view looking down on the archer.
Also, look only at photo 7 and notice the black line drawn
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will cause the bowarm to fall away at release. It will take a

through picture. This line passes straight through the arrow
and blots it out.
The greatest amount of deviation in form occurs in the two
shoulder joints and the muscle tension in the back. For a
right-handed shooter, the single point that usually gives the
greatest deviation is the placement of the left shoulder.
When drawing the bow the left shoulder will tend to plumb
ilself by rowting in so that a straight line could be drawn
from the bow through the left elbow, left shoulder joint to
the right shoulder joint. When this happens it places the bow
arm very close or in the path of the bow string. Hence, the
string makes a welt. on the bow arm or strikes the arm guard.
In either case the arrow probably missed the center of the
dot. Tucking the left shoulder toward the string cause the
chest to be rotated towards the lower portion of the string. A
large chested man o r a woman will get string deflection and
another miss of center.

lot of shots by the archer and the trained eye of an instructor
to determine if it occurs before the arrow clears the bow. It's
better to have the left shoulder under the black line in the
picture. This insures support of lhe bow on follow through
or aiming after you shoot. This will be a very difficult
correction with David because of hl; individual difference a crooked (downward pitched) elbow. One consolation is
that. the black line from the center of the bow contact passes
only a little low through that left shoulder. This minor
correction should improve his score.
Photo 4 demonstrates a good hand placement on the bow. J
will not go into this as Steve Hayes already wrote an
excellent explanation in the August issue of this magazine,
one main point being "keep the heel of the hand off of the
bow." Another strength is the intense concentration. He is in
his own little world at this time. Two weaknesses noted:
again the high left shoulder and the bow string against the
chest. The shoulder is also tucked in under the chin ·- a
distinct no-no.
Photo 5 brings to light another strength - good string
clearance in bow arm even though shoulder is tucked in and
the string is against the chest.
Photo 6 shows relaxed wrist and thumb and good center
force line through relaxed wrist.
Photo 7 was previously discussed and illustrates almost
petfect veclor for the force. The elbow needs lo come
around the fulcrum point just a little bit more (about ~ inch
on the elbow).

Question: Hey, what if I can't get this "Mr. Perfect" form?
Answer: This is what it's all about. Past experience (35 years)
reveals that. only about one out of four archers can approach
the form of Mr. Perfect. However, this doesn't mean that you
can't shoot top scores.
Too many people are dropping out of archery because
they don't know how to help themselves. American egoism
stresses " look how smart I am," and if we have to seek out
help it deflates our egos. Philosophy: A pat on the back is
only about a foot short of a kick in the rear.
There is no way to learn all there is to know. Don't become
frustrated, just resign yourself to being a professional
student.
Check Points
Photographs 1 through 9 are of my youngest son David.
David is not "Mr. Perfect" at this lime. He has performed
very well this year by setting new state records for youth at
both our state indoor and field. He also placed third at the
NFAA National Championship. He competed in the Youth A
division with his fingers against release aids and compounds.
He shot his first scores over 450 at the Nationals, including a
500 on the hunter round. He set a new state record after the
Nationals of 514 on the field round.
I have included these nine photos to illustrate the many
check points required for good form. While discussing the
check points, I will point out his strengths and corrective
measures required to improve his shooting. These photos
were not posed to get the desired effects. They were taken
impromptu for teaching David his strengths and weaknesses
or areas of improvement. He knew we were taking picture>,
but he didn't know what we were emphasizing in his form.
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Photo J depicts drawing of the string but not to the chin. It
illustrates an in-line draw.
Photo 2 expounds on Photo 1 by showing the chin extended
out over tl'le in-line drawing of the bow. This keeps the
forearm of the drawing arm in line with the pull of the bow.
This is a strength as it minimizes tensions in the drawing
figures and wrist and minimizes problems of the release.
Photo 3 shows a slrength and a weakness. The horizontal
forces are all in line with. drawing forearm. However, a
weakness that needs correcting is the high left shoulder. This

Photo 8 brings up another point about relaxed wrist, thumb
and little finger on the drawing hand. All our lives we have
learned to pull more with the fingers to lift heavy objects.
It's better Lo make hooks of tl1e fingers and let them out
slightly as we draw the bow. This pulls the arrow into the
bow and not off the arrow rest. It also sets up the proper
tension in the drawing fingers for a relaxed release and not a
forced, out-stretched or popped release.
Photo 9 illustrates action/ reaction. The ultimate moment of
truth has already passed. Did the sight stay on the middle
until the arrow cleared the bow? I didn't ~ee. You can bet
your sweet cookies that by the time he starts next year on
the tournament tour 1 will know that he is keeping it there.
Bow arm looks good, though the extended left shoulder may
have been a pushing toward the target. I hope not as that left
shoulder can set itself at any one or more of the 360 degrees
on the circle and cause a Jot of missing. Corrective action is
to let the shoulder come back, don't push, just keep Ute bow
from coming back when you pull on the string - minimum
action/ reaction. The drawing arm is excellent as the release
was accomplished by the feel of relaxing the fingers while
trying to pull t11e string through the chin. The shot was
executed wit11 no loss of drawing tension in the right
shoulder and back.
This month's article is a little long, but we covered most of
the basics in good shooling form. The next article will be on
Mr. Rick Richey, who has a different and difficult form to
master. In eight short months he went from beginner to the
Olympic tryouts.

....
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CONTINUED FROM PAGJ:; 27
making. It all wound up with national champ Dennis Cline

With everything going up these days it's
nice to see the price of a bow this good
going down.

NOW
ONLY

$59.95
Just plain and simple facts: the Black Hunter
isn•t out to win a glamour contest like those
other flashy models. 1t just performs so
smoothly and consistantly while you're out
there hunting the big one's that you'll come
to depend on it like an old buddy. And now
it's at a price you can afford.
Power-packed black fiberglass limbs with a
richly grained wood handle riser. In 54" or
58". Draw weights of 35 lbs. to 65 lbs.
·· ·~"· MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

ROBIN HOOD ARCHERY INC.
215 Glenrldge Avenue

Montclair, N. J. 07042
Please send hie a FREE catalog and more
Information about the' BLACK HUNTER.

Name ...............................................................
Address ...........................................................
City ......................... State ............ Zip .......... .

Compare ...
Your King dealer did!
Quality sells.
That's why leading archery
dealers recommend King
accessories like 1
the handsome
#409 quiver.
FEATURES:
• New SCORE CARD pocket.
• Double leather-stitched
hang straps with belt clips.
• Penci I pocket.
• Divider strap makes
2·division quiver.
• Large zipper pocket (8" x33.£i" x l %").
• Black or Brown.
• Right or left hand.
DIMENSIONS:
20" Long; top opening 4112'' x 2";
bottom 3V2'' x 2".

Dealer
inquiries
welcome.
W1ile /or
folders.

SPORT-LINE CO.
328 S. Cypress Ave., Alhambra CA 91801
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earning a well-deserved $1 SO for fir:,;t place, shooting scores
that included his first over-540 score shot iH competilion.
Dennis and his Groves gave it everything for a 544 field and
S28 hunter round for the winning 1072 aggregate.
David Hughes finished up exactly 22 points behind Dennis
again, just as he <lid in Aurora, shooting a 518 field and S32
h_unter for a 1OSO aggregate and $ l 00. They slarted up again
ught where they left off at Aurora where Dave bcal Dennis
on the animals to conclude a week of sec-saw shooting. At
the Buttercup, Dennis whipped Dave on the first day's field
round, then Dave came back to win on the hunters.
Everything's happening according to schedule, but that
doesn't help Dave any - he wenl back lo Texas still trying to
figure out how he can beat Dennis every time it\ his turn
and still come out in second place!
Wayne Woerdich also made it a repeal performance as he
shot 479 field and 504 hunter to wind up with a 983 total,
good for $7 S .00. Actually, everyone out here was rooting for
Wayne to win the tournament, bul the fad that Dave and
Dennis threatened to throw Wayne and his sneakers in the
trout pond may have had something to do with the way
things wound up. In fourth place was former New England
barebow champion Saul Cusson of Massachusetts with 491
field, 478 hunter for an aggregate of 969 and $60.00; fifth
place and $40.00 went to Joe Lazar of New Jersey for his ·
480 field, 464 hunter, 944 aggregate; and Doug Kozynski,
also from New Jersey, wound up the men's division money
winners just one point down in sixth place.
On the distaff side of the money event, Gloria Shelley of
Connecticut and Maryann Cusson of Massachusetts had it out
in a see-saw battle that saw Gloria come out on top and
SS0.00 richer with a 389 field round and 390 hunter for a
779 aggregate, against MaryanlJ.'s 405 field and 365 hunter
which gave her a 770 total.
.
This still left six handicap prizes, and the handicap
winners arc going to be pretty well set for the fall hunlin"
"
season. First place handicap winner Mike Fedora of Connecticut was the recipient of a Praline Monarch hunting bow,
donated by Ed and Nan's Archery Lanes, in conjunction with
Proline Company. Second place handicap went to another
Connecticut archer, Bruce Shelley who received a Dartan
"Valiant" hunting bow donated by Dave Staples Archery
Lanes of Easton, Pennsylvania.
Forest Orchard Archery of Northboro, Massachusetts,
came through with a dozen Bear Magnum aluminum hunting
arrows for lhir<l place handicap winner Fred Martinelli of
Rhode Island, and bowhunter Bill Cisek of Connecticut took
fourth place and won a Wing bow quiver donated by Wing
Archery through their sales rep, Bob Goodman. Fifth place
and a dozen cedar hunting arrows went to prelly Maryann
Cusson ofMas:,;achusetts, compliments of Rose Keith and her
traveling archery shop. Doug U111tnan of Massachusetts
finished in sixth place in the handicap division and was
awarded a S-gallon Igloo cooler donated by Stuart's Sportsmen's Center. The cooler may not be a piece of hunting
equipment, but surely Doug will find some good reason to
take it along.
With some 300 New England sectional competitors
staying around on Monday to shoot their required animal
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round, several of the Buttercup Open shooters decided to
stay, too. Theyshot the animals for their own special award
- a pair of fleece hunting slippers donated by Jim St. Pierf~'s
Spitfire Archery Lanes in East Granby, Connecticut. Saul
Cusson won the slippers with his SJ 0 animal round score, but
what was he really happiest about - winning the slippers or
beating national champs Cline and Hughes'! At any rate,
Cusson made sure he lcl the Illinois and Texas representatives.
know who come out on top!
Without the support of sponsores who donated merchandise, an<l the cooperation of New England Councilman Brad
Starrett and the members of the Ludlow Fish and Game
Club, the Buttercup Open could not have been a success.
Through the cooperation of Bob Carroll of Carroll's Archery
Products and Dick Groves of Groves Archery Corporation,
the l 973 Buttercup Open was more than just another money
shoot.
Sunday night at the Ludlow club found an enthusiastic
audience taking part in an informative archery demonstration
and barebow shooting seminar conducted by two of the most
respected people in barebow archery today - Dennis Cline
and David Hughes. Three very happy raffle winners were
recipients of top-line bows: a Groves GS-300-11 donated by
Groves Archery Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico; a
Carroll's takedown hunting bow donated by Carroll's Archery Products, Moab, Utah; and a Fedora take<lown bow
<lonated by Fedora's Custom Bows, North Haven, Connecticut.
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DELUXE
K\NIKEE
K\NIVER
light, compact, durable
Streamlined-good looking
on the bow.
• Spring wire clip permanently
attached. Cannot break
or become lost.
• Unique riveted sandwich
construction gives strength
without ,bulk.
• New propylene reinforce·
ment plates guaranteed
against breakage.
• New G-3380 cores grip
arrows firmly yet permit
easier removal. Non-skid
surface gives bulldog grip
on bow limbs.
• A quality product built
to last a lifetime.

Top New England barebow archers are Gloria Shelley from
Connecticut and Saul Cusson of Massachusetts.

Only $3.95 at better dealers
everywhere. Slip-snap on or

off bow in a second.

KWIKEE SllENCER-NOW BETHR lHAN EVER
KWIKEE KOVER
New supersott G-3380 material eives 20% more sound Broadhead shield for that
absorl>e~cy than. any other silencer on the market, extra bit 01 protection.

Game will not flinch or 1ump al siring twang, Will not Ooes not interfere with
locate hunter by sound. Guarantees you those e~tra function of qviver.
shots. $1. per pair-and worth it!
$I. 75 each

KWIKEE
KWIVER

"the quality line"

xwnm l<WIVER COMPANY/7292 PEACEfUl VAllEY ROAD/ACME, MICHIGAN
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SOME OF THE 25 STYLES OF

SWEETLAND
ARROW POINTS

How do I measure a class for arrow length?

So you wanna
teach archery, eh?

;.·}·

When measuring the correct length of the arrow for a beginning class, have the
students extend the bow arm to full length, place a measuring stick or a dowel stick
that has been marked in inches on the arrow rest. Have the student pull the
measuring stick to their anchor (corner of the mouth is easiest to find at the
begi.nning).
This same distance can also be measured by placing an an·ow (nock end) on the
student's chest. Have him then extend both arms straight out, palms touching the
arrow, and measure the distance. Jn both methods of measuring a beginner for arrow
length, it would be advi.~ahle to allow an added inch for safety reasons.

(Good! Here's a new column for you)
When utilizing a fun novelty shoot to keep the interest of my young pupils, how long
should I run the shoot?
Jane Prest
Elmhurst, Illinois

Parallel 5/16" hole, 1 70 grain. Screw-apart
swle with strong blued steel body, stiff
sp.r ing wire barb. 75.; Each

NFAA Professional Field Champion

An arrow that has even the slightesl crack or splinter should be immediately broken
and thrown away. The point can usually be saved and used again. It is a good idea to
make it a regular habit of each student checking each mrow they are going to shoot.
One way of checking to see if an arrow is cracked is to hold the nock with the
point toward the ground. Snap the middle of the shaft with the other hand and listen
for a 11fbration. If this occurs, the arrow is cracked and should be broken and
discarded immediately. Jf the arrow is sound, you will hear a dull thud. Any arrow
splintered at the point may be cut down and a new point inserted.

When I start a class of archery, how soon should I let my students shoot and from
what distance?
Lynda Jones
Niles, Ohio

We ca1mot afford targets and our equipment is old and limited: thus, our classes are
small. Can you suggest an inexpensive substitute?

Start them shooting immediately! Skills can be refined as you go along. Basic safety
should be taught and obser11ed from the beginning. I would .~u.ggest starting a
beginner at 5 yards, thus pro11iding instant participation and instant success. There is
an excellent article dealing more spec(fically with your questions in the October,
19 72 issue of ARCHERY written about Margaret Klann.

There are several substitutes that will work in your situation with limited use. Try
layers of corrugated cardboard about 6 in. thick, taped together. Plastic bags can be
placed over the cardboard to help keep moisture out. E11en standard cardboard boxes
firmly stuffed with wadded newspaper will do nicely.

When should I check my students for master eye dominance, and how do I go aboul
doing this?
Ruth Johnson
South Dakota
FUR TRACERS
An exclusive SWEETLAND product.
They show up like a lighted candle! With
self-adhesive, they are quick, easy to ap·
ply. Instructions included. $2.50 for 1
Doz. 4W' strips.
Specify White, Aed, Yellow, Orange or
Hot Pink.

SWEETLAND ARCHERY PRODUCTS
1010 AA ROWSM I TH STREET
EUGENE. OREGON 97402
TELEPHONE (5031 345-0928

We'll begin your lessons with some
pointers on range safety.
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With a class of beginning students, how soon should you get a bow in their hands?
Ed Bodenschatz
Rice Lake, Wisconsin

Checking for master eye dominance should be done immediately. This will possibly
save both you and the archer many frustraling moments. Frequently, a right-handed
archer will ha11e a dominate left eye, and when at full draw, with both eyes open, the
left eye will dominate the line of the arrow and cause the archer to shoot left.
To check eye dominance in your class, have all students face the target. With both
eyes open, have them point with the index finger to the center of the target. Ask
them to close their left eye. If they are right-handed, their finger should remain on
the center. To double check, have them close their right eye and their finger should
then jump to the right. The opposite would hold true for a person who has a
dominant left-eye. The PAA, in their BASIC INSTRUCT/ON FOR CLASSES
booklet gives even another method of checking for eye dominance.

The first day! It is best to quickly demonstrate, then let them shoot from a short
distance (five yards). Hven .~hooting one or two arrows intp the ground is exciting
and rewarding for the beginner. Be su~·e to use the utmost safety precautions and
instructions from the beginning.
Do you have any suggestions on how to make inexpensive ground quivers that my
students can help with?

You bet! Take a 3 pound coffee can that has a plastic lid. Simply punch holes in the
cover for the arrow to flt into, add sand in the bottom for weight. This is an
excellent class project. The homemade quivers can be painted and personalized.
Whal should be included in the general bux uf equipment an instructor personally
brings out to the range?

The idea for this column was brought to us by the young lady who will write it. She
is "Cook" Predika, and she convinced us that there is a crying need for information
on how to teach archery.
She should know. Cook has taught archery at all levels to children and adults for
the past 15 years. She's not a bad shot either, having placed first in Open Freestyle B
Class at the NFAA Nationals this year. Bue her first f.ove is coaching, and she has
been involved particularly at the college level with coed teams and the theory and
analysis of teaching archery. Presently, Cook is selfemployed as a full-time clinic
consultant and instructor.
We hope our readers will share their experiences and problems in teaching archery
through the medium of this column. Simply write "Cook;" ARCHERY Magazine,
Route 2, Box 514, Redlands, CA 9237.?. - Eds.
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EVA TRONCOSO -1973

When should l discard an arrow? We have limited equipment and many archers, so
our arrows get good use.

Good for you! The injection of d~(ferent e11ents into the regular schedule is the
biggest boon to teaching an active, interesting archery class known. It usually is best
ro stop your novelty event when the excitement is still quite high. This way, your
students will eagerly look forward lO when they may shoot it again.

Plus our new
FISHING POINT

Frank Pierce
Sharon, Pennsylvania

The following equipment should be included in the instructor's personal equipment.
The items will vmy according to various needs.
whistle
extra nocking points
T·Square
Nock pliers
bug repellentv
tape
various nocks and glue

.......
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extra sights
ban.d·aids and gauze pads
wax
powder
target pins
extra tab and guard, both left and right handed
pencils

Eva shot her Standard "Lewis" Take·
down recurve stick-bow to out-perform
all competition by establishing a new re·
cord breaking 2741 total and a new
double field record of 10961
Other recent wins for Eva include:
1st-1973 Calif. State Field Champion.
1st-1973 Southwest Regional Champion.
1st·1973 R-Ranch Open Women's Cham·
pion.
1st Ha\<Vaiian Open '73
1st-Archer's Haven Open, Glendale, Ari·
zona '73
In Eva's own words~ "For dependability,
speed and accuracy, you cannot beat a
Carroll Sow!"
For more information on the "Lewis"
Takedown and all new Carroll Compound
Bows, see your dealer, or write:

~farroll'il

J\rd7tr~ Jro~udg
59Y. SO. MAIN, MOAB, UTAH 84532
Telephone (8011 259-5549
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THE MAN
him throughout what was to be a 494
round.
"That Monday was a lesson in my
archery life. I blanked three arrows on
the first half, all because I had a
negative attitude - I was worried more
about missing than hitting." On Tuesday, Cline went out with one thing on
h is mind · mental attitude. He started
off with a 14 and an 11, but worked at
not letting it bother him , and he shot a
20 on the 80 yarder. He wou nd up with
a 5 13 on the second field round, no t
real strong, he says, but not bad.
Mental attitude is an intangible quality that Dennis works at perfecting in a
very tangible manner. In a sport that's a
mental game from start to finish, from
practice rounds all the way to a national
championship , Dennis decides what he
is capable of and is confident that he
can do it repeatedly. Sometimes spplling
it out in black and white helps, so fo r
the past several years, Dennis has kept a
record book of all his Lournament scores
which enables him to study pptterns in
his shooting.
He has listed all his 14-target totals
and complete round scores; then he
computes his current average for the
year and the number of points he's shot
over 500. The book tells him what he's
done and Cline believes arde ntly tha t
once he's shot a certain score, he's
capable of doing it again and movirig
further on .."After I shot my first 500, I
told myself I could do it again. Once
you reach a plateau - say you've been
shooting a 480 average and suddenly
you shoot 500 at a tournament, then
you start shooting 250 halves in practice
- then you know you've reached the
point where yoy can do it again. The
next step is to improve on that." That,
he thinks, is a difference between the
average archer and champions · - knowing what you are capable of and then
working at it.
You have to want to win "real bad,"
says Cline, and you must be honest in
judging your ability. "When you talk
about attitude, you talk abou t what you
th ink about openly to yourself, and
what's in the back of your mind , too.
The important thing is, what do you say
to yourself when you go out to a
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tournament? You must keep in mind
what you have done and are cappble of
doing. If you know you can shoot a
certain score in practice, there's no
reason you can't do it in a tournament.
You must convince yourself of that."
While Cline keeps track of what he
can do in his litt le book, he makes it a
point to set p ersonal goals at the beginning of each season, always establishing
more than one objective to ensure attaining at least one. In 1972, his goals
were to shoot a 520 average and a 540
round - he missed on the 540 but
averaged 520 for the season. This yea r
he set the same goals - he compiled a
518 season average, not bad, and shot a
resounding 542 field ro und.
So what's up for 1974? Next year,
Dennis would like to have no scores on
his card below 500 (there were two this
year), to shoot a 525 average, and break
550 at least once. Chances are he'll do
it. After all, SSO's not so far from 542,
and his notebook tells him clearly that
he's capable o f it. Says Cline: "This year
I knew I could shoot at least 538 again
- I did it last year. This year J've shot
274 halves twice in tournaments, and
that's a 548 put together. l say if I can
do it once, I can do it again - that's
what I call posit ive mental attitude."
Out on the course, his scores aren't
the only things he considers - he has to
de vo te some thought to his competit ion. And right now, Cline is very aware
of who that is: " When I go to a
Nationals, I know exactly who's going
to give me t roub le, and that's Dave."
Smart enough to know that nobody
stays on top forever, Cline likes to scare
himself into shooting well. " I have to
temper a positive attitude both consciously and subconsciously with the
knowledge that} may get beaten. When I
know somebody's going to give me a
rough go, I'm scared enough that I
shoot a little better."
Cline comes from a state where the
only other barebow archer consistently
shooting comparable scores to his is
amateur Mike Flier of Pekin. Dennis
practices at Auroraland with h is longt ime shooting buddies. He comments:
"Shooting with guys like my budd ies is
like wa lking into a pit of bull snakes and
saying, 'Well, maybe one of them 's a
rattle snake and he's going to get me.
With guys like Hughes or Al Tuller or
little Wayne from New J er sey, it's different - like walking into that pit of

snakes and j ust knowing every one of
them's a rattler. Beyond a healthy
respect for the competition, Denn is
sums up his philosophy: "Know what
you can do and be confident; you can't
daydream about who might beat you or
how bad you might shoot or yo u'll
never come close to your capabilities.
Think all the time about what you're
doing, not how your score's going to be;
j ust know in the back of your head
what you can do and let your mind rest
at case. Then spend the rest of the day
concentrating on how to shoot each
arrow."
Cline's personal rival in barebow field
competition is also his rival in another

"I'm not
saying form a
new classjust be honest.
It's not really
barebowany
more."
aspect of the sport - bowhunting. But
the hunting scene is another story, says
Cline: "That's one place that Dave's got
me beat real bad - he's quite a hu nter. '
In eight years of hunting, Cline has two
bucks to his credit, and he got both of
those on the same trip from the same
tree on two consecutive days.
But Cline gets more out of hunting he loves being out in the woods and
considers sitting out there in the morning just waiting a good half of the
hunting experience. He has hu nted Wisconsfn, Iowa, Illinois and as far away as
New Mexico . Even in his hunting, Denn is maintains aspects of his barebow
shooting form and experience by walking the string. The method works well
for the Mid-west's close-in hunting, but
might not help much out west where
hunters get longer shots, notes Cline.
After hunting season, Dennis goes
indoors to shoot, following the trend of
many other barebow shooters by shooting freestyle on the 20-yard indoor
rou nds. But, just as his hunting, Dennis'
freestyle form is largely based on his
ARCHERY

enjoy the devil out o f that style - it's a
challenge. You can show me dozens of
guys who have shot 560's freestyle;
name me a shooter who has come
within 20 points of 560 and I'11 show
you a champion." Dennis doesn' t claim
that barebow shooting is more difficult
than freestyle, but he does feel that it
takes a lot longer to develop a system of
shooting good barebow scores than a
system o f shooting good freestyle
scores, and therein lies the challenge.
Dennis has objectives other than j ust
winning tourname nts. Someday he'd
like to tuke a shot a breaking some
nat ional barebow records, or achieving
his ultimate goal -- shooting a perfect
560 field or hunter round. And why
not ? It all gets back to mental attitude,
and that 560 is just 10 points away
from Cline's current goal.
One more major concern of Cline's is
the current status of the barebow division - it's losing archers little by little
and is becoming overshadowed by the
freestyle di visions. Cline doesn't object
to losing archers to releases and sigh ts;
he recognizes there are good reasons for
shooting freestyle. What Cline would
like to see is a more competitive barebow division: "Sure, we sti11 have a lot
of barcbow shooters, bul they are not
competitive as th ey used to be; they're
out there for the fun of it."
Right now there aren't mme than a
handful of barebow shooters who can
shoot scores on a par with Hughes or
Cline, and that's what Dennis means
abou t the loss of a competitive aspect.
Among all of the barebow shooters
combined, you'JJ find all kinds of variations on the barebow style -- includi ng
gap shooters, point-of-aim shooters,
scmi-st ringwalkers, full stringwalkers
and instinctive arc he rs. According to
Denn is, "It's all in what you define as a
barebow shooter. In the last 20 years
we've hud a lot of archers get thei r own
ideas - and it's obvious that not everybody agrees on what barebow is, isn't or
should be."
What can be done to keep barebow
alive? Cn Dennis' opinion, be honest
about it. Barebow shooting today is n
bastardized form of the original style.
It's not really barebow any more, it's
s tringwalking. And true instinctive
shooters are rare today. 'Tm not saying
form a new class, just be honest. When
you talk about barebow archers, you're

talking about stringwalkers, because the
best barebow shooters arc stringwalkers.
Even so, s~Jingwalking is a challenge in
itself; there's a lot of enjoyment the re
and it's a useful way to shoot."
Cline obviously enjoys it. In five
years of competitive shooting, he's garnered an enviable collection o f titles and
ho nors. Cline p articularly treasures a
rivalry and personal friendship that began back in Watkins Glen with David
Hughes. That gave him lhe incentive and
the means to recognize and develop his
own capabilities, and it has provided the
archery public with an exciting annual
battle.
The friendship takes precedence over
the rivalry of these two champions, and
Cline will resoundingly defy anyone
who can't believe that a pair of archers
in such close competition don't bother
to try to psyche each other out. "Archers who try to psyche each other must
not shoot too well, because they need
some kind of advantage to win," Cline
comments. "I believe in playing a
straight game, and Dave will tell you the
same. Dave has helped me a lot on the
line, as much as he can, and that's the
sign of a true sportsm'1n. We just try to
shoot the best we can, and we try to
help each o ther do it. And that gives me
more gratification out of !his sport than
anything else."
If Cline is concerned about his future , it may be reflected best in this
honest statement from a very honest
guy: "I only hope that I enjoy archery
as much when I'm not winning as I do
right now." But Cline has a Jong way to
go before he reaches that stage . he slill
got that ultimate plateau to reach - a
560 barebow.
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NFAA
CUSTOM
RINGS
These higll quality custom rings
were specially designed for the
National Field Archery Association.
The finest materials and workmanship have been combined to
give the wearer a lifetime momento
of his sport. Use this handy order
blank to o rder your fullyguaranteed NFAA Custom Ring,
available now in both NF AA
Member antl NFAA Professional
designs.
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THE METHOD
Bringing one finger down Loward or
touching the stabilizer helps to keep his
hand up and his tension forward.
From this point on, there can he a
little variation in setup depending on
which anchor Dennis is using. For his
high, or corner of the mouth anchor,
IJennis will bring the point of the arrow
onto the target, start to stretch back to
get his back tension, and pull through
the clicker very slowly.
• At the point when he comes up to
anchor and settle in, the clicker should
be jusl over the tip of the arrow. And as
he's settling into his anchor, he tilts his

head into the string as he looks just
barely to the right of it and shades it
into the target. At this point he can just
see that clicker over the shoulder of the
arrow, and that last quarter inch is all
stretch.
Dennis' low anchor, for the longer
dislances, is a little different than his
high one - here he's holding his head
more straight up and down as he comes
back and settles into his undcr-tlte-ch.in
anchor with his fingertips. He looks
through the string and to the left side of
it as he lines it up against the side of his
bow, and for some distances he moves
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lhe picture oul even a little further to
the left.
Then Dennis stretches until the clicker goes just over the shoulder of the
arrow, and as with his high anchor, that
last quarter inch is all stretch, concentrated mostly in the bow arm shoulder.
And when the clicker clicks, the arrow's
gone.
Watching that bow arm shoulder
imperceptibly yet powerfully move as
the tip of the arrow comes off the
clicker is an amazing sight and a beautiful thing to watch, and according to
Dennis, that shoulder movement is
something he picked up from Dave
Hughes. When Dennis first tried it, it
didn't work too well; when he really put

it to good use was when he started
developing that high back and shoulder
tension.
• Release is something Dennis comments on as one part of his shooting
that he's never been able to do very
much with. But somehow his release
always seems to be working fine, probably because he's go the proper hand
and bow arm tension solidly maintained
in a forceful straight line, going fol'ward
on a line with and through lhe target
with his bowhand, and directly back
into a continuation of tlte same straight
line with his release hand and elbow.

About his release Dennis had this to
say: "It's hard to change your release that's something I intend to work on..
But you experiment with it; like last
year was the second year f used Lhe
adjustahle clicker and it worked well
then. This year I couldn't have it, and l
had to do Lhings a little differently,
experimenting with my form, not my
equipment, to make up for the lack of
tha I clicker."
• What about followthrough'! Only one
comment from Dennis: "Followthrough
is something I wish I could do consistently." Dennis recognizes the importance of having a consistent followthruugh pattern, and he also recognizes
a lack of that consistent pattern as one

of his weak points.
Though you'll often catch Dennis
with some weird variation in his follow
through you'll also find that when the
arrow leaves his bow he's nut doing
anything wrong - that bow arm moves
out straight forward and everything's
fine. Sometimes Dennis does break
away in a followthrough action that
many people consider to be the "right"
way for a barebow shooter, with the
bow hand moving down and out to the
le fl with the bow, string fingers moving
back. And by the same token, sometimes his release fingers do fly out
rather than
ARCHERY

The follow through that Dennis con·
siders ideal and that he works at perfecting is this: release hand coming back
fairly close to the face and relaxing in
back of the neck somewhere, and bow
arm tension being held straight forward
and through the target. Dennis feels that
when the release comes off smooth and
back away from the target, and the bow
arm stays solidly foiward, then he's
applying all the energy in the right
direction - that straight line.
No matter what the variations in his
followtluough after the shot, he is
consistent with followthrough at the
instant that the arrow leaves tlte bow.
His tension at that moment is all in the
right directions.
Those once-in-a-while variations that
occur after the shot Dennis explains this
way: "I'm not as strong as most archers;
there's 40 pounds of tension wrapped
up right here, and when l let that 40
pounds loose there's bound to be a
recoil, and my body has to absorb that
recoil. The important thing is that nothing moves in the wrong direction until
the arrow clears the bow. But that
arrow's gone before I make any of this
recoil." And the only other remark
Dennis has to make on that subject is
this: "I've seen pictures of myself shooting and honestly, I look so bad.
believe it!"
That tells us how much you know,
Dennis - lots of guys would love tu
look so bad!
What usually happens at this point is
about the same thing every time - the
arrow goes in the center of the target
and Dennis collects a four-for-twenty.
And he does it all with <;me high wrist
Groves bow and thaL self-proclaimed
bony body. Does Dennis take part in
any other sports or physical exercise
programs to keep those bones in shape?
Not at all. Says Dennis: "Some guys
have a lot of muscles on their shoulders
and arms and they need to exercise tci
keep it tuned up. I don't have that
much extra muscle so what I do have I
keep in shape just by shooting." A
couple of years ago Dennis played some
basketball, but he doesn't play much
any more for lack of time andbecause
basketball doesn't really do anything to
help the muscles he uses to shoot with.
And he gave up another sport, volleyball, for a different reason: "I played a
little volleyball at the nationals one year
NOVEMBER 1973

and Lhat about wiped me out." That
sounds suspi!;ious -- maybe when they
.JI
-couldn't catch up to him on the course,
our lively barebow gang decided to use
other tactics!
Tied in with the subject of muscular
ability and physical strength is an im·
portant aspect of barebow shooting
bow draw weight. Dennis finds that his
3~ pound bow gives him enough speed
to shoot consistently and well, but
there's one side of barebow shooting
about which draw weight causes him
some concern - the women's division.
While he cautions male barebowers
not to sacrifice good arrow flight and
string alignn1ent for excessive speed, one
group who he feels need all the speed
they can get is the women. Dennis
thinks back to spring of 1970 when he
was in the hospital for a week, got out,
and didn't have a bow to shoot because
his was being repaired.
So he shot his wife Sharyl's
29-pound bow, getting about 31 inches
of draw, and his reaction was this:
"Now I really know what it means to
have to loft an arrow up in the air.
Shooting that bow taught me the value
of having some speed - f'll never go
that way again.
What does this mean for our top
women barebow shooters? Says Dennis:
"The women need to get away from
those real low anchors and arrows that
arc a lot - they'll start shooting better
groups then. A woman needs the fastest
bow she can shoot; if she can handle
more weight, she ought Lo try it."
One solution to that might be the
compom1d except for the fact that it
could be too critical to shoot with
fingers and walking the string; another
of.. Dennis' suggestions is that possibly
the new overdraw bow introduced by
Dickie Groves in the national competition at Aurora might hold something for
the barebow bow women archers.
Dennis, in fact, has already given
some thought to both the overdraw bow
and the proposed Groves compound for
next year, but all he came up with were
the following sentiments which he made
sure to convey to Harold Groves: 'That
high wrist handle has been a major part
of my success. I know Harold's been
thinking about a compound, he's got an
overdraw bow, but I already told him 'whatever you do, I want that pistol grip
handle.'"

Perfect
Hunting Partners
BOB'JK-fN•
THE ORIGINAL
3 BLADE
HUNTING POINT.
21/64 Ferrule

Easy to field sharpen

- Get yo"r

game with" long time winner!

l\RAOW CLIP
FITS ANY SIZE
HUNTING ARROW
ONE MODEL FITS
RIGHT OR LEFT

923 So 16th Street- Milwaukee, Wis 53204
At Your Dealer or Order Direct
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Stable arrow ri9ht out of
the bow. Shoot silently
through
the
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opening.
Means better
penetration.
BERGER
BUTTON. Now in mini
length too.

~ Vic Berger,
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HAVE AN EQUIPMENT ADVANTAGE FOR THE
LIGHTING CONDITIONS AT LAS VEGAS!

I

HAWAIIAN INVITATIONAL
L ovely Eva Troncoso rode the crest of
one of the winningest years ever in
archery right onto Waikiki Beach, or
more precisely, right in lo Honolulu's
Kapiliani Park, site of the 1973 Bonnie
Bowman Hawaiian Invitational.

What is it? ...
:.. the equipment sensation of recent N FAA National Tournament. Aurora .
Ill ino is · a string peep designed to see through at full draw and not at
rest · a hood to prevent g lare in all light condit io ns
the hole at an
angle so that it is round at full draw · 2 sizes-small and large hole ...

You'll look better at full draw with a

PA~in

Eva won again, an<l joining her in the
winner's circle (and on this month's
cover) was a young man of exceptional
skills, Gary Lyman. These two gracious
NFAA prosjuined 94 other top archers
for a week of exciting shooting and
sightseeing in the Islands, where
$12,000 in cash and merchandise were
up for grabs.

the string!

... at your dealer's -$2.00 · if not yet stocked, order direct-$2.00 plus 25~
postage and handling · dealer and distributor inquiries invited ...
PROFESSIONAL ARCHERY PRODUCTS. Box 89. WheatRidge. Colorado 80033

On target one after the first day of
competition were Jack Lancaster (defending champion}, Rich McClintock,
Gary Lyman and Clayton Sargeant.
NOVEMBER 1973

From the headquarters Kaimana Beach
Hotel, it was just a short walk to the
tournament si te, but it was a hard road
to victory in the men's championship

flight, where the lead changed hands
frequently before the two 28-target
field rounds ended.
The wind was there again, not as
capricious as it was in Diamond Head
Crater last year perhaps, but blowing
constantly and sometimes gusting up to
25 or 30 miles per hour. But a big
factor in the see-saw battle was the
experimental multi-colored target face,
which was something of a surprise to
the shooters, and which did some
surprising things to their scores.
The multi-colored face was scored
5-4-3-2·- l, equivalen t'to a standard
field round, but the five-ring was
approximately 25% smaller on a target
twice the overall size of a regular field
face.
The anticipated effectof the new
41

That's not Steve McGarrett, it's Pat
Nmris, Tournament Director.
Leading women were Eva Troncoso,
Ginger McClintock, Gwen Carroll and
Sue Bradshaw.
Archers attending from Japan included
Michio Ando, Norio Ohmi, Hiromi
Kunisaki, Yoichiro Murakami, Hiji
Hashimoto, Kazuyuki Ohtani, and
Nobwu Yamamoto, editor of.Japan's
Bow Magazine.

target was that it would bring the
classes doser and keep competition
tighter. That it did. It broke up potential
ties, brought the top shooters down in
score and brought the lower shooters up.
Lyman, who consist.en Lly posts at
least a 556 on a field round on any
given day, recorded a 529 for fourth
place on the first day, and won by
shooting the tournament high score, a
542, on the second round.
Bobby Hunt, current NFJ\A National
Champion in the unlimited freestyle
division, indicated he was not mentally
prepared to shoot the multi-colored
face, and he recorded a 512 effort on
the first day. But Hunt rose to the round
and the competition by posting the
second highest score of the tournament
on the second day, a 532.
Defending Hawaiian Open Champion
Jack Lancaster reversed Hunt's pattern
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and dropped from a first place tie with
Rich McClintock on the first day at 539
to finish third with a 524 on tl1c second
round.
Despite that 524, Lancaster praised the
new round, pointing out that .it definitely
builds competition. He noted that on
his t.arget there were two shooters who
would have gone perfect on a standard
round with no arrows missing the gold
by rnore than a half inch. That normally
would have resulted in a tic, of course,
but on the multi-color, it resulted in a
six point difference in score. It's defin·
itely a round that works well with a
flight system, and which favors the spot
shooter.
While the first day found Lmcaster
and Rich McClintock tied for the lead
with 539's, and Gary Lyman ten points
off the pace, Lyman turned things
around with his 542 for a winning I 071

total, good for $1,000 first place money.
Finishing second was McClintock
(1069), followed by Lancaster (1063),
Bob Bringhurst ( 1054) and John Williamson (I 053). In one of the largest paybacks in a tournament this year, money
was paid to 15th place. At last year's
Hawaiian Open, the Islands' perennial
money shooter, Wally Nagao, finished
last in the money in tenth place and
collected $50. This year found Wally
finishing last in the money, in fifteenth
place, but collecting $150 for his efforts.
Eight of the top fifteen finishers in
the championship flight were NFAA
pros, and each pro who finished in the
money received a bonus Seth Thomas
digital table clock award.
Eva Troncoso started earning her
clock and $450 first prize money 011 the
first target, and she rarely let down.
Eva shot scores that beat most of the
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men, aµd, incredibly, she di<l it in the
wind with a 23 lb. bow. The multi-color
round may have shaved a few po in ts off
her average, but this is Eva's year - if a
target has a center, Eva will find it.
Her first day's S 15 put her comforta·
bly in the lead, wi!h Gwen Carroll's 470
score the nexl highest. Ginger McClin·
tock challenged Eva with a 505 to come
within four points of Eva's second round
509, but that still left Ginger al a 58
point deficit behind the winning 1024
total. The final talley showed Ginger in
second (966), and Gwen in third (924)
for $325 and $225.
So it was that two well-disciplined
archers prevailed over the wind and the
new round, and Gary and Eva now wear
matching electronic watches as momentos of their outstanding performances.
In the amateur ranks, Honolulu
shooters dominated the men's division,
with Richard Kawamura coming out on
top with a 1038, followed closely by
Rodney Bow's 1029. Kitty Archuletta,
pretty wife of llawaii's N FAA Director,
shot a 910 to top the amateur women,
and Max's wife, Jewel Hamilton, placed
second with 823. Sandy Gottlieb took
third (814), just ahead of Phyllis Long's
812.
Also on hand were a delegation of
Japanese archers, whose presence delighted
the other competitors and gave the
Hawaiian Invitational a truly international character. Don Stuart, who made
the 1972 Nationals at Ludlow a great
tournament, commented, "This is one
of the finest tournaments I've ever shot
in. We've thoroughly enjoyed the combination tournament-vacation package
and are looking forward lo the nex!
one."
The success of the tournament was
due in large part to the efforts of Mike
Trotto and John Quayle of the Armed
1-<'orces Archery Club on Oahu, who
were responsible for laying out the
range and keeping things running
smoothly. And, of course, after the last
arrow there were five days of leisure
activities in the Islands. Tournament
director Pat Norris put them to good
use, scoring on a wild sheep on the big
island of Hawaii while hunting with
Hawaii's "Mr. Archery," Jimmy Lee.
And finally, there was John Williamson's small momento of the Islands an
eight foot, one inch marlin, compliments
of the Pacific.

The Original ALLEN COMPOUND Bow
with K'NOCK DOWN POWER No Other Bow Can Approach
Mr. Howard Benson reports "The Allen Compound
Bow came thru like a Champ! I made a shot from
about 12 yards slightly quartoring away. The arrow sn·
tered the Bear's back 6 inches below the spine be·
tween the 2nd and 3rd rib. It went thru like a hot
knife rhru butter and out into 6 inches of sand under·
neat'1 the t>ear. Leaving the arrow on the ground the
bear took off like a shot for 150 yards, then rolled into
a ravine slof\e dead. Needless to say I am real pleased
with tl>e performance of the Allen Compound Bow.
It's perforrnance on the Bear indicated that the Com·
pound Bow had a lot more power than tlle conventional bow.•

CHOICE OF MODELS
40·50 lb.

HUNTER

$10000

50-60 lb.

Ladies

and

HUNTER

Junior

Allen·s Patent No. 3.466,495

Write today for literature and
information on models and prices

ALLEN COMPOUND BOW
805-8 LINDBERG

Cliff Adams . Trenton.Mo.. and4001b.

BILLINGS, MO. 65610
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ROY HOFF SAYS

Hunt Colorado with me
F EAST your eyes on the fine Colorado muley bucks on the opposite page.
If you don't wish one of these photos
had been snapped of you and your prize
trophy, just turn the page, perhaps
you'll find some interesting tournament
scores. They are the real thing, and if
your name should be drawn at the
annual NFAA Board of Directors meeting come next January , you have my
assurance that with just a little luck you
can down one of these beauties during
the Colorado bow and arrow deer season.
But first, to become eligible for th is
NFAA all-expense-paid hu nting trip,
you m ust sponsor an NFAA Bowhunter
Member . As sponsor, your name appears
on the application stub which will be
put in the pot for the big drawing in
January. If you are the lucky one, the
NF AA will pay your expenses to Colorado's high country where you will hunt
on the na tionally-known John Lamicq
Ranch, high above Grand Junction near
Douglas Pass. So use the application
here in the magazine, and write th e
NFAA for brochures and more applica-

tions. But hurry!

So, who's John Lamicq?
The youngster shown in the top
photo is Junior. He will be yo ur guide ,
and one you will like. He speaks bowhunting and knows what he is talking
about. He should. Severn! years ago he
won the Colorado State Bowhunting
Championship. He knows from personal
experience the meaning of "hunting the
hard way," and will go all out to see
that you and his other guests bag their
deer. For a time he held the Pope and
Young world record for a typical mule
deer. The antlers still place h igh in the
records.
In a recent letter, J ohn writes: "Sure
has been a busy season. We got several
more nice bucks zfter the ones shown in
the photos were bagged. Know what
else? Two big bull elk were taken. One
was a four-plus-four shot near Roan
Creek. Another was a six-plus-six with a
54~ in. spread. One of your California
hunters, Bo b Gulman, was the lucky
hunter. Before deer season we bagged a
trophy-size bear. Sure has been a good

year. Let's· figure on you and the NFAA
contest winner coming for my first hunt
next year! Okay? I will save both of you
good stands."
Gue:;s what! 1 have j ust decided to
accept John's offer. Just for the fun of
it, let. 's say you won this contest. Here's
what we'll do ...
Look on your western states map
and you'll find a wide spot in the road
called Loma. Loma does have a gas
station, so Frieda and I will meet you
there. The date will be the th ird Friday
in August, somewhere near noon. We'll
escort you and yo ur party directly to
the campsite. Next morning you and I
will be occupying the promised tree
sta nds waiting for daylight. Several
years ago, Colorado establish ed the
third Saturday in August as opening day
for bowhunters. It's a fine law and gives
all of us plenty of time to plan on a
hunt.
Sound good? If so, you know what
to do ... get busy with those Bowhunter Member applications. One might be
your free ticket to Colorado. Now read
what Torri' J ennings has to offer.

TOM JENNINGS SA YS

HUNT WITH

AFREE
COMPOUND

Clint Johnson of Lafayette,
Louisiana (left) was one of
the first bowhunters to down
a trophy buck at the
Lamicq Ranch d uring the
past deer season. Smiling
approval is guide, John
Lamicq, Jr. At right is
Tom Garvin of Danbury,
Texas, who took this threeplus-three muley later in
the season. Below: James
Speer of Rockdale, Texas
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I desire to enroll in the National Field Archery Associatio n as a Bowhun ter for t he primary purpose of establishing a
NFAA Bowhunting Defense Fund for funding the defense of
bowhunting rights in th e Un ited Stat es.
I understand the initial fe e shall be $3.00 for the first year
with $1,00 to be deposited in the Defense Fund, and that
additional family membersh ips shall be $1.00 each, with 50 ¢
bei ng deposited in the Defense Fund.
Also it is understood that renewal fee shall be $5.00 per
year with $2.00 being deposited in the Defense Fund.

NFAA Headquarters
Route 2, Box 514
Redlands, CA 92373

( N AN effort to promote the sport of bowhunting and
to build a national Bow hunter Defense Fund, the NFAA has
created its special bowh unter membership. Jennings Compound Bow supports and strongly endorses this program.
The program is more than worthwhile - it is badly
needed. We must involve the "unorganized" bowhunter in
the defense of h un ting rights. And it is you, the readers of
this magazine - NF AA members - who can best help this
cause by signing up your fellow bowhunters.
As Roy Hoff explains above, when you sponsor a
bow hunter you become eligible to win the Colorado Hunting
trip. Now you are also eligible to win a Jennings Compound
hunting bow. Winners will be drawn from the same pot, but
there will be a drawing every month, beginning with this
month. Jf your name is picked, you can go down to your
local Jennings dealer and be outfitted with a new bow. And
you'll still be eligible tu win the hunting trip.
We hope these monthly d rawings will provide a little
added incentive to sign up your bowhunling buddies. And we
h ope you'll be one of the lucky ones to hunt next season
with The Fast One.

NOV EMBER 1973
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APPLICATION FOR BOWHUNTER MEMBERSHIP

- -- - - - - m a d e payable to NFAA
is attached to cover one year dues in accordance with the
provisions of the NFAA By-laws.
Date _ _ _ __ _ __

_ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Addit ional Family Members _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

SPONSOREDBY:~~~~.,--~~~~~~

(narne)

111/!R~llY

TARGETS.Complete line, Fast service.
All NFAA - Field, Hunter, Anir.1al.
PAA, Chicago, Flint. FlTA, NAA 4color. Deer Safari, Small Game, Heart,
Poker, Wilma Tell Novelties. Cardboard, paper. F1·ee catalog. Finnwood
Products, Dept. A, 516 Mill St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45215. Phone: 1-513-761-0198.

l!Lllll!Jl~/el/ /lllV~llrl!JIN/l
FOR SALE
NOCKS: Compare ours with any on
the market. New butyrate nocks 100 for
$1.50; 500 for $6.00 or 1000 for $10.00
postpaid. Sizes 11{32, 5/16, 9{82 and
1/4 inch. Colors: white, red, yellow,
green, blue, orange, and black. For
p1·ice list and sample nock send stamped
self-addressed envelope. Blue Cloud
Archery Co., 242 Walnut St., Ft. Collins,
Colorado.

RAP UP (Continued from page 5
No consideration was given to style or
type of shooting. We did, however,
distinguish between men, women, youth
and cubs in both boys and girls. Belive
me, this produced some of the best field
archers known. We have several state
and national champions, among them
Cal Vogt. Never did we have any complaints because of differing shooting
styles.
In 1970, we leased 70 acres for our
present field range. Considerable discussions and meetings were held to establish a Valley West classification system
for the field round. Realizing that the
NPAA system was cumbersome, expensive and not in keeping with our tradi·
tion, we then devised a system very
similar to Blair Peterson's proposal.
A description of the Valley West
system follows. We believe it is workable and in reality classifies all archers
without prejudice.

BOW HUNTERS! Black Copperhead
Custom "Slice1"' - "Rippe1·" and "Magnum" broadheads. Immediate delivery.
Write Bowhunting, 15705 Schaefe1-,
Detroit, Mich. 48227.
tf
ERYLEEN PINCER RELEASE for target
bows $5.95, Fast snap-out action, surprise
or controlled, without any movement. SENSABOUT BOW TUNING $3.00, smaJI booklet, big results. Eryleen Products, 361 (AM}
Cambridge, Burlington, Mass. 01803

Flight Number I
2
3
4
S
Field/Hunter 500 450 400 350 300
Score

8
9
10
Flight Number 6 7
Field/Hunter 250 200 150 I 00 below
100
Score

This flight breakdown applies to all
styles of shoot.ing or any age group. A
shoot must shoot two rounds, either
field or hunter, to classify in a flight. To
advance, a shooter must shoot a mini·
mum of two scores in a higher flight. We
then recognize the various styles and
classes of shooters by the color of our
award medal.
That is, white for adult freestyle,
green for adult barcbow, brown for
bowhunters, purple for young adult,
blue for boy and pink for girl. The only
time that style, sex or age is considered
other than in the color of the medal is
in establishing our annual club champions or for any shoot where special

The PRECISION COMPOUND
by

EMBLEMS
EMBROIDERED PATCHES: Washable fast color emblems made-to-order
in lots of 10 or more. 100 Archery designs with exaet prices and full detail
sent free to clubs. Anthony Emblems,
Box 7068, Grand Rapids, Mich. 49510.tf

After two y~ars of research and testing PSE has developed the ultimate
in archery, the Precision Compound, in both hunting and target models.
All compounds pro,1ide superior speed and accuracy, but the Precision
Compound, built by archers for archers, offers the crucial extras
to fill your shooting needs.

prizes are given. At those times, the top
shooter in the style, sex and age is
recognized. We have at times taken
liberties with the various divisions if our
budget and circumstances permit it.
We do not necessarily advocate that
our system is best. We do firmly believe
that archery had better give some consideration to replacing the existing
NF AA classification system with something more practical. We know ours is
not a financial burden. We know it does
not take an accountant to keep records.
We know that the individual archer
accepts it. We also know that it is
impossible to give out 216 trophies at
our Golden Fleece invitational tournament.
On that basis we might as well give
every archer who pays his shooting fees
a trophy and send him on his way
knowing that he actually accomplished
nothing or proved that he was any
better of an archer than anyone else.
Bill Miner
Chatsworth, California

Featuring a comfortable sculptured magnesium handle, the
precision is over one-half pound lighter than any other compound. And its forward-set design for low torque and easy
handling combines exceptional balance and stability to make
it the most accurate bow on the market.
Designed to maximize reliability and simplicity, exclusive
tuning features, with innovative cable adjustments and sight
window cut a full 3/8 inch past center, allow even the novice
archer to tune for peak performance.
In addition, the Precision offers
attractive craftsmanship as well as engineering
expertise; in flat black hunter model or colored target model, it looks as
good as it shoots. Compare our super-fast compound with any other
bow-we know you'll pick Precision!

licensed under Allen Patent No. 3,486.495.

Options include: Needle-Bearing Eccentric Wheels; Stabilizer Insert, 5/16-24;
Stabilizer Rods from 30 to 38 inches; Drilling and Tapping for Chek-it
or Pro-Line Sights; Drilling for Perfect Flight Cushion Plunger; Standard
and Deluxe Bow Cases; and Super Target or Super Hunter Bow Strings.
See your archery dealer for full information or write direct for catalog.

Limited Dealerships still available -Inquiries welcome.

CLUB AND ASSOCIATION
EMBLEMS REPRODUCED
We are specialists in produr.ing
Club Emblem Dies, authentic in
detail and dub colors. Just send
us a rough sketch with size· and
colors desired. We will gladly
advise you as to the least expensive way to produce it.
&t-PAGE CATALOG

Medals, Pins, Charms, l\.eys,
Trophies, Plaques, Jewelry.
Write for Catalog A·71

MINERO-NEWCOME AND CO., INC.
2S 1 WASHINGTON ST., JERSEY CITY, NJ 07302
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SPECIFICATIONS

JOIN THE NFAA
THROUGH YOUR
STATE ASSOCIATION
MID-NOX. FEATHERS - PORT ORFORD CEDAR SHAFTS
CARLISLE LEATHER - BOWSTRINGS (large Stock)
EASTON SHAFTS • MICRO·FLITE SHAFTS · BIGAME
8ROADHEADS (Fit S/16" or 11132") · HI PRECISION
BROADHEADS - X·7 SHAFTS & ARROWS (to X-7 dealers only)

WEST VIRGINIA ARCHERY SUPPLY
1)16 Chest.nut Stteet, South Charleiston, W. Va. 25R09
Phone: Code R04, Nu m her 768-fi091
ARCHERY

Hunter Model

Target Model

Lightweight Magnesium Handle
Length: 52 inches
Weight: 4 ~ pounds
Color: Nonreflective Black
Black Glass Limbs
Black Nylon served bow string
Pro-Flex Arrow Rest
Draw Weights: 35 to 70 pounds
Draw Lengths: 22 to 33 inches

Lightweight Magnesium Handle
Length: 52 inches
Weight: 4 Y, pounds
Colors: White, Blue, or Black
White Glass Limbs
Custom Monofilament bow string
Flipper Arrow Rest
Teflon Perfect-Flight Cushion Plunger
5/16-24 Stabilizer Bushing
Deluxe Padded Vinyl Bow Case
with Stabilizer Pocket
Draw Weights: 15 to 50 pounds
Draw Lengths: 22 to 33 inches

PRECISION SHOOTING EQUIPMENT
Route 1, Mahomet, Ill. 61853
Phone: 1217) 586-2753

VISIT OUR DISPLAY AT THE DESERT INN ARCHERY CLASSIC.

THE WINNING WORLD .OF CARROLL

[\\'-'\
Archers shooting CARROLL
BOWS placed 1st, and ~nd in the
Mens Open Division and 1st, 2nd,
3rd, 4th 11nd 5th in the Open
Women's Division of the recent
197 3 $20,000 :Hawaiian Open
Tournament sanctioned by the
NFAA Pro Division.
Ale you
Shooting a
CARROLL BOW~

Gary Lyman - Men·~ Jst place winner and El".:t Troncoso Women's ht place winnc.r agree that CARROLL BOWS are
absolutely tops in both compound and recurvc models.
Shouldn't you be shooting a CARROLL?

1st Day Mens leader and 2nd place winner - agrees you
can't beat a CARROLL BOW for Accuracy and Dependability.

CARROLL FACTS
• Since 1970, Carro ll Bows have
won more tournaments than
any other bows.
• Carroll Bows feature the Best
and most comfortable bow
grips in a choice of rainbow
colors.
• Only Carroll offers you the
best in both compound and
recurve bows.
Carroll's superior designs give
you the smootheu drawing
bows of all.

WIN WITH CARROLL!
Why not step into the winning
world of Carroll by giving yourself the "winners-Edge". Get your
hands on the "winningest" bow
of all - CARROLL'S! You have
nothing to lose . , . Only everything to win!!!

TOP FJVE WOMEN
WIN:WITH CARROLL BOWS!
Shown are Eva Troncoso 1st place, Sue Bradshaw 4th, Gwen Carroll
3rd, Ginger McClintock 2nd place winner. (Not ~hown was Erma
Nelson 5th place who is Gwen Carroll's pretty mother).

SEND FOR YOUR FRHH CARROLL 'S PRODUCTS BROCHURE TODAY!
Dealers Inquiries Invited. Call or write:

CARROLL'S ARCHERY PRODUCTS
59% So. Main, Moab, Utah 84532, Telephone (801) 259-5549

